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ABSTRACT 
Exploiting External/Domain Knowledge to Enhance Traditional Text Mining Using 
Graph-based Methods 
 
Xiaodan Zhang 
Xiaohua Hu 
 
 
 
Finding the best way to utilize external/domain knowledge to enhance traditional text 
mining has been a challenging task. The difficulty centers on the lack of means in 
representing a document with external/domain knowledge integrated. Graphs are 
and versatile tools, useful in various subfields of science and engineering for their simple 
illustration of complicated problems. However, the graph-based approach on knowledge 
representation and discovery remains relatively unexplored. In this thesis, I propose a 
graph-based text mining system to incorporate semantic knowledge, document section 
knowledge, document linkage knowledge, and document category knowledge into the 
tasks of text clustering and topic analysis. I design a novel term-level graph knowledge 
representation and a graph-based clustering algorithm to incorporate semantic and 
document section knowledge for biomedical literature clustering and topic analysis. I 
present a Markov Random Field (MRF) with a Relaxation Labeling (RL) algorithm to 
incorporate document linkage knowledge. I evaluate different types of linkage among 
documents, including explicit linkage such as hyperlink and citation link, implicit linkage 
such as coauthor link and co-citation link, and pseudo linkage such as similarity link. I 
develop a novel semantic-based method to integrate Wikipedia concepts and categories 
external knowledge into traditional document clustering. In order to support these new 
xi 
 
 
approaches, I develop two automated algorithms to extract multiword phrases and 
ontological concepts, respectively. The evaluations of news collection, web dataset, and 
biomedical literature prove the effectiveness of the proposed methods. 
In the experiment of document clustering, the proposed term-level graph-based 
method not only outperforms the baseline k-means algorithm in all configurations but 
is superior in terms of efficiency. The MRF-based algorithm significantly improves 
spherical k-means and model-based k-means clustering on the datasets containing explicit 
or implicit linkage; the Wikipedia knowledge-based clustering also improves the 
document-content-only–based clustering. On the task of topic analysis, the proposed 
presentation, sub graph detection, and graph ranking algorithm can effectively identify 
corpus-level topic terms and cluster-level topic terms. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Traditional text mining algorithms are usually based on the bag of words (BOW) 
approach. A notorious disadvantage of the BOW model is that it ignores the semantic 
relationship among words. In text clustering, for example, if two documents use different 
collections of core words to represent the same topic, they can be assigned to different 
clusters, even though the core words they use are probably synonyms or semantically 
associated in other forms. Another disadvantage of the BOW model is that it’s hard to 
retain the structure information of a document. For example, a title term may contain 
more topic information of a document than an abstract term or a body term does. Finally, 
BOW models tend to use only document contents and ignore the linkage information 
between documents. Therefore, the major problems in text mining center on finding a 
new method of representing knowledge, and on utilizing the new representation to 
enhance traditional text mining. To solve these problems, I propose a graph-based text 
mining system that extends from knowledge extraction and knowledge representation to 
knowledge integration.   
Based on existing research and real world applications, I propose a graph-based text 
mining system as shown in figure 1.1. A graph-based text mining system is a 
of graph representation and graph-based techniques including graph ranking, sub graph 
detection, graph learning, and graph similarity. Graph representation treats a text 
as a graph in terms of data processing level: document, paragraph, sentence, and word. 
Graph ranking ranks a node based on its global or local importance. Subgraph detection 
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finds the sub graph that either represents the central part of a large graph or contains the 
desired edges and nodes. Graph learning estimates the label of a graph node using a 
neighbor’s class distribution. Graph similarity defines the distance between two sub 
graphs. The following subsections give an introduction to the thesis work. 
  
Figure 1.1 Framework of a graph-based text mining system 
1.1 Research Questions and Framework 
In general, the thesis will address four research questions. First, Where and how can we 
domain knowledge through a graph representation, and how can we effectively utilize 
knowledge? The graph representation of a text collection is the first step of graph-based 
text mining. The definition of graph node, as well as graph edge, has a large impact on 
algorithms applied. I aim to develop methods to incorporate domain knowledge into the 
graph edges of term-level and document-level graph representation. The utilization of 
graph representation knowledge for applications such as text clustering and 
is not trivial. We want to find an approach to effectively identify a topic-specific sub-
graph from a term-level graph representation. The new approach can employ the 
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sub-term graph to cluster documents. For term-level graph representation, an approach to 
utilize existing graph representation such as an ontology map or a Wikipedia category 
is needed. This approach does not simply replace existing terms using ontology terms, 
develops new metrics to integrate this knowledge into original representation. For 
document-level graph representation, our desire is to find a generic approach that 
document content and linkage knowledge, that is not ad hoc or data dependent. This 
approach not only works on general domains such as news stories and web pages, but it 
also brings significant improvement to very specific domains such as biomedical 
The new approach does not require extensive tuning when applying to new applications 
new domains.  
Second, What is the best way to enhance clustering by learning from neighbors? 
How do different document link types and graph link types affect text clustering? It has 
not been studied how different types of links affect document clustering. Different types 
of links usually have different link patterns and encode different types of human 
knowledge, and therefore they can have different impacts on text clustering. The findings 
of a comparison of different link effects can serve as a guide for domain experts in 
choosing links for different applications and domains. Therefore, we want to make a 
comprehensive study on how different types of linkage affect text clustering. 
Third, How can we utilize Wikipedia or MeSH ontology to improve traditional text 
clustering? To answer this question, we need to test if the proposed methods improve 
document clustering without using external knowledge. Wikipedia ontology and MeSH 
ontology represent the general domain and the biomedical domain, respectively. Both of 
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them are well known in the text mining community, and both show characteristics of an 
ontology, such as concept, attributes of concept, and relationship between concepts. 
Therefore, we conduct our experiments using these two ontologies.    
Fourth, Do the proposed graph representations and graph-based algorithms 
improve traditional text clustering and topic analysis? To answer this question, we need 
to test if the proposed graph representations and graph-based methods outperform the 
ones without knowledge integration. To do this, we will evaluate the new methods on text 
clustering and summarization. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 The research framework 
 
 
In summary, my research framework for graph-based text mining is shown in figure 
1.2. The first step is knowledge acquisition through graph representation from different 
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domains, including biomedical literature, news, and the web. Second, I develop graph-
graph-based algorithms to utilize the attained knowledge. And last, I evaluate the 
methods in the task of clustering and summarization.  
1.2 Text Clustering and Summarization 
Text clustering (also referred to as document clustering) is closely related to the concept 
of data clustering. Document clustering is a more specific technique for unsupervised 
document organization, automatic topic extraction, and fast information retrieval or 
filtering. For example, a web search engine often returns thousands of pages in response 
to a broad query, making it difficult for users to browse or to identify relevant 
information. Clustering methods can be used to automatically group the retrieved 
documents into a list of meaningful categories. Text summarization (also referred to as 
document summarization) automatically summarizes one or multiple documents. For 
example, given a class of documents, a term-based text summarization algorithm extracts 
some topical terms representing the central ideas of these documents. In this thesis, I test 
the proposed graph-based text mining methods on these two types of applications.  
1.3 Incorporation of Semantic Knowledge and Document Section 
Knowledge to Enhance Text Clustering and Summarization 
For real world applications, it is most often the case that only topical words are of 
and the nontopical ones will be excluded as “noise.” Therefore, given a document set, 
problem is to eliminate data noise and catch core term clusters. These core term clusters 
contain cluster class-specific core terms that are very useful for text mining tasks such as 
the feature selection of text classification, the model selection of text clustering, and the 
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topical sentence selection of text summarization. The problem with traditional methods is 
that they are black box statistical models and thus hard to interpret. However, through the 
proposed graph-based methods, these processes are not only visible, but also provide 
information. For example, each term has its global ranking score, as well as its 
level to local term community, which is a semantically related and graphically connected 
sub-term graph. However, eliminating noise is not always as simple as introducing a 
representation. For example, if we simply build an edge between two terms when they 
co-occur in an abstract, then from graph theory, the general words will be treated as 
words because they tend to co-occur with most of the other terms. Therefore the edge 
definition is very crucial for graph-based text mining. In this thesis, document section 
importance information, as well as contextual information, is integrated into the graph 
edge. Moreover, I combine both global graph ranking methods and cluster detection 
algorithms to catch the core term clusters.  
1.4 Incorporation of Document Linkage Knowledge to Enhance Traditional 
Text Clustering 
Traditional text mining is based on text content only. However, various types of links 
between text documents, including explicit link, implicit link, and pseudo links, convey 
topic similarity or topic transferring patterns, which can be very useful to document 
clustering. These links usually encode human knowledge. In this thesis, I study how to 
utilize link information to enhance traditional content-based text clustering and evaluate 
the effects of different types of linkage on document clustering. I employ MRF (Markov 
Random Field) and RL (Relaxation Labeling) to develop a link-based graph learning 
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algorithm for this purpose.  
1.5 Incorporation of External Knowledge to Enhance Traditional Text 
Clustering 
In traditional text clustering methods, documents are represented as “bags of words” 
without considering the semantic information of each document. For instance, if two 
documents use different collections of core words to represent the same topic, they may 
be falsely assigned to different clusters due to the lack of shared core words, even though 
the core words they use are probably synonyms or semantically associated in other forms. 
This can also be referred to as a data sparsity problem. The most common way to solve 
this problem is to enrich document representation with the background knowledge in an 
ontology. In this thesis, I develop novel methods to integrate ontology as external 
knowledge into the document clustering process.  
1.5.1 Integration of MeSH ontology Knowledge 
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is the National Library of Medicine’s controlled 
vocabulary thesaurus. It consists of sets of terms naming descriptors in a hierarchical 
structure that permits searching at various levels of specificity. Previous studies took term 
semantic similarity as an important measure to incorporate domain knowledge into 
clustering processes such as clustering initialization and term reweighting. However, not 
many studies have focused on how different types of term similarity measures affect the 
clustering performance for a certain domain such as MeSH. In this thesis, I conduct a 
comparative study on how different semantic similarity measures of term, including path-
path-based similarity measure, information-content-based similarity measure, and 
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feature-based similarity measure, affect document clustering. We evaluate term 
reweighting as an important method to integrate domain ontology into the clustering 
process.  
1.5.2 Integration of Wikipedia Knowledge 
I present a novel text clustering method to solve a data sparsity problem by enriching 
document representation with Wikipedia concept and category information. I develop 
two approaches, exact match and relatedness-match, to map text documents to Wikipedia 
concepts, and further to Wikipedia categories. Then the text documents are clustered 
based on a similarity metric that combines document content information and concept 
information, as well as category information. 
 
1.6 The Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 reviews the related works on graph representation, graph ranking, graph 
and knowledge integration. In chapter 3, I present a term-level graph mining algorithm 
the incorporation of semantic knowledge and document section knowledge to enhance 
clustering and summarization. I also evaluate the proposed graph-based methods on 
biomedical literature. In chapter 4, I propose a MRK-RL–based graph learning for the 
integration of linkage knowledge into a document clustering process. I also evaluate how 
different link types affect document clustering. The evaluation is performed on ten 
different datasets. In chapter 5, I develop two approaches to incorporate Wikipedia 
knowledge. In Chapter 6, I define a term-reweighting scheme to incorporate ontology 
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knowledge using ontology-based similarity measures. Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis 
discusses future work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
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In the following sections, I review the key components of the graph-based text mining 
system and the incorporation of external/domain knowledge into text mining. 
2.1 Graph Representation 
The graph representation of a text collection is the first step of graph-based text 
mining. The graph representation can be differentiated based on the level of text 
processing. The definition of graph node, as well as graph edge, has a big impact on 
algorithms applied. In this thesis, the graph representation is categorized by the definition 
of graph nodes. The graph nodes can be documents, paragraphs, sentences, terms, and so 
on. Document-level and sentence-level graphs are the two graph node types that are 
mostly used.  
2.1.1 Document-Level Graph Representation 
In a document-level graph, each document is represented as a graph node, and the 
relationship between the two documents is referred to as a link. The document-level 
graph is probably the most studied text mining graph. WWW network and citation 
network are two typical examples of document-level graphs. In WWW network, a web 
page hyperlinks or is hyperlinked to other web pages. In a citation network, an author’s 
work cites, or is cited by, other authors’ works. There are many well known algorithms 
built on document-level graphs, such as PageRank (Page et al. 1998) and Hyperlink-
Induced Topic Search (HITS) (Kleinberg, 1998). For a document-level graph, the central 
task is figuring out how to use link information to improve the document content–based 
text mining. 
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2.1.2 Sentence-Level Graph 
In a sentence-level graph, each sentence is represented as a graph node, and the 
relationship between the two sentences is denoted as an edge or link. The sentence-level 
graph is usually applied in a text summarization task. LexRank (Erkan and Radev 2004) 
is one of such applications in which a PageRank paged method is run on the sentence 
graph to select top ranked sentences as summarization.  
2.1.3 Term-Level Graph 
A term-level graph usually treats each term as a node and the relationship, such as co-
occurrence, between two terms as a graph edge. Given the topic of representation of a 
group of documents as a term-level graph, there are some emerging works on text 
classification, text clustering, and text summarization (Erkan and Radev 2004; Markov et 
al. 2006; Yoo et al. 2006). 
Markov et al. (2006) represent a web document as a graph using semantic 
and location of text and then using a frequent subgraph extraction algorithm (Kuramochi 
and Karypis 2004) to extract the most frequent document subgraphs. Then, these 
subgraphs are used for document classification. However, in essence, this approach is 
equal to extracting one-gram, two-gram, tri-gram, etcetera, from a document. Though it 
considers the semantic information of text, each document is still represented by 
term graphs. In contrast, we represent the whole document set as a term graph. Based on 
this representation, both the local and global importance of a term can be considered. Yoo 
et al. (2006) presented a bipartite graph–based document clustering algorithm. Mutual 
reinforcement strategy is applied to iteratively assign terms and documents to their 
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corresponding clusters. In their approach, a document is represented by co-occurrence 
concept pairs, which was demonstrated for dimension reduction. However, without very 
aggressive concept pair filtering, it would actually increase the dimension (square the 
number of concepts). Hotho et al. (2002) introduced the semantic document clustering 
approach that uses background knowledge. The authors apply a manually constructed 
ontology during the construction of vector space representation by mapping terms in 
documents to ontology concepts and then aggregating concepts based on the concept 
hierarchy, which is called concept selection and aggregation (COSA). As a result of 
COSA, they resolve the synonym problem and introduce more general concepts to vector 
space to identify related topics. 
Opposed to existing studies, our work focuses on the graph representation of a 
collection of documents and on utilizing terms’ global and local importance information 
for document clustering. 
2.2 Graph Ranking 
Graph ranking can be divided into global ranking and local ranking. The global method 
ranks each node by calculating its importance to the whole graph. PageRank (Page et al. 
1998) and HITS (Kleinberg 1998) are two typical global ranking methods. These 
algorithms have been proven to be very effective on ranking web document importance. 
The consideration of social reference information usually makes them rank the most 
important web pages on top. With PageRank, for example, a web page gets a high 
PageRank score when there are many other PageRank high-ranking web pages pointing 
it, and when these web pages are also referred by other pages with high scores. In 
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local method ranks a graph node’s importance according to its contribution to the local 
network or cluster. Local method grows a cluster or community from several seed nodes. 
The ideal situation is that the globally important nodes are identified first, and then their 
locally important dense clusters are identified. However, very few works address this 
Therefore, in this thesis, I study how to utilize global and local ranking methods to 
text mining tasks.  
In recent years, there have been many studies relating to PageRank and HITS. Topic-
sensitive PageRank (Haveliwala 2002) uses the URLs present in the various categories in 
the Open Directory Project (ODP) to add prior information to the PageRank algorithm. 
Topic distillation (Bharat and Henzinger 1998) computes the relevance score between a 
query and a node (a web document) in the graph. If the relevance score is less than the 
threshold, the node will be eliminated. Then all the nodes’ ranking will be regulated 
based on this similarity score. Weighted PageRank (Xing and Ghorbani 2004) adds 
weight score based on the number of inlinks and outlinks. HubRank (Chirita et al. 2004) 
assumes the pages with a bigger out-degree should have a bigger hub rank and, similarly, 
pages with bigger in-degree should have a bigger authority rank. 
3.3 Graph Learning 
The dependency between graph nodes can infer important knowledge about node 
A formal expression of the dependency graph model is named the Markov network. In 
model, a graph node is assumed to be dependent only on its immediate neighbors; its 
label is thus estimated through maximizing this neighbor-level graph. Each node’s class 
label is iteratively updated until the whole graph labeling process converges. This 
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procedure is called iterative labeling. Although this technique has been extensively 
in text classification, there is still much room to improve and evaluate it on other text 
mining tasks such as clustering.  
In recent years, link-enhanced text classification and clustering have received more 
and more attention from the text mining community. I will make a brief review of the 
methods that integrate linkage between documents.  
A group of researchers have examined the hyperlink effects in text classification 
(Angelova and Weikum 2006; Chakrabarti et al. 1998) and unsupervised text clustering 
(Angelova and Siersdorfer 2006) using MRF-RL–based methods (Markov Random Field 
Relaxation Labeling). Chakrabarti et al (1998) found that the method is very effective in 
improving text classification without using neighbors’ text. Ghani et al. (2001) 
discovered that neighbors’ text is helpful when a document is similar to most of 
documents it connects to, namely, an “encyclopedia” scenario. Later on, MRF-RL–based 
methods were applied (Oh et al. 2000; Angelova and Weikum 2006; Angelova and 
Siersdorfer 2006) for link-based document classification and clustering, respectively. All 
of them used some heuristics, such as setting up a similarity threshold to refine link 
graphs, making the link pattern closer to the “encyclopedia” scenario. However, 
improperly omitting links between documents may cause serious information loss and 
thus distort the clustering results. There are also some work  (Cohn and Hofmann 2001; Getoor et al. 2001; Lu and 
Getoor 2003; Slattery and Mitchell 2000) that studied the use of hyperlinks from different 
angles with regard to text classification. Slattery and Mitchell (2000) employed FOIL 
(First Order Inductive Learner), a relational learner, to exploit the relational structure of 
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web and a HITS–style algorithm (Kleinberg 1998) to exploit the hyperlink topology. Lu 
and Getoor (2003) used a structured logistic regression model for capturing content and 
links for text classification. Getoor et al. (2001) applied a probabilistic relational model to 
model both link structures and contents for web page classification. Cohn and Hofmann 
(2001) applied a factorized model to combine the link model and the content model. 
However, these generative linear models require optimizing the parameters that 
how much links should affect clustering, which can be very challenging.  
Moreover, a group of studies developed some heuristic similarity metrics that 
combined link information with text information for clustering web search results 
et al. 2003; He et al. 2001; Menczer 2004; Modha and Spangler 2000; Strehl et al. 2000; 
Wang and Kitsuregawa 2002; Weiss et al. 1996). Modha and Spangler (2000) proposed 
algorithm called TORIC k-means that clusters hypertext documents using the 
of three vectors: inlink vector, outlink vector, and text vector. Each cluster is annotated 
using six information nuggets: summary, breakthrough, review, keywords, citation, and 
reference. Similarly, in He et al. (2001), the web document similarity measure includes 
three types of information: hyperlink structure, textual information, and co-citation 
In particular, a weighted graph incorporating the above information was constructed, and 
then a normalized-cut–based algorithm was applied to clustering documents. Although 
approach provided an interesting perspective of clustering web documents, it faces the 
drawback of the nonlinear graph-based clustering algorithm: time and space complexity. 
Weiss et al. (1996) proposed a clustering method combining the shortest path information 
and content similarity information to enhance text classification. Strehl et al. (2000) 
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evaluated web-based clustering for heuristic similarity measures in conjunction with 
several clustering techniques. Wang and Kitsuregawa (2002) evaluated contents-link–
contents-link–coupled web page clustering. Recently, Menczer (2004) found that lexical 
similarity displays a smooth exponential decay over a range of several links, and the link-
link-cluster conjecture has been empirically validated by showing that two pages are 
significantly more likely to be related if they are within a few links from each other. 
Moreover, Halkidi et al. (2003) devised a system called THESUS, which utilized all 
incoming links’ semantics for clustering web documents. 
These approaches were usually targeted on the hyperlinks from the web search 
results. These findings may not hold for the other types of links. Moreover, most of these 
approaches rely on heuristic similarity metrics using both text and link information. The 
proper choice of parameters assigning suitable weights to words and links can be very 
data dependent and requires a lot of tuning. 
3.4 Graph Similarity and Subgraph Detection 
The calculation of the similarity of two graphs is far more complicated than that of two 
vectors, because the graph contains shape information. The computation often suffers 
serious computational complexity. There are some emerging graph similarity measures 
and subgraph detection algorithms in recent years, including a distance metric based on 
maximal common subgraph (Bunke and Shearer 1998), graph distances using graph 
(Wallis et al 2001), a metric combining maximum common subgraph and minimum 
common super-graph (Fernández and Valiente 2001), an edit distance from graph spectra 
(Robles-Kelly and Hancock 2003), and SimRank based on graph neighborhoods (Jeh and 
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Widom 2002). 
Overall, classical algorithms for computing the maximal common subgraph of two 
graphs are based on maximal clique detection or backtracking. These algorithms are 
conceptually simple but have a high computational complexity. For example, the worst-
case time complexity of the method is   nnmO , where n and m denote the number of 
nodes of the two graphs under consideration 
3.5 Exploiting External Knowledge 
3.5.1 Exploiting Wikipedia Knowledge 
The central task for exploiting Wikipedia knowledge is to build connections between 
Wikipedia and external data sources and then to use the achieved Wikipedia information 
to enhance traditional text mining. 
Recently, there is a growing amount of research concerning how to utilize Wikipedia 
to enhance text mining tasks such as information retrieval (Li et al. 2007; Milne 2007), 
text classification (Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2006; Wang and Domeniconi 2008), and 
clustering (Banerjee et al. 2007; Hotho et al. 2002).  
Milne (2007) developed a search engine that works on the basis of the thesauri 
derived from Wikipedia. The hyperlinks, redirect links, and hierarchical relations within 
Wikipedia are exploited to build the thesauri that are specific to individual collections. 
Based on the thesauri, the search engine can expand queries automatically, and guide 
to improve their queries, during the search process. Li et al. (2007) uses Wikipedia 
category information to improve weak ad hoc queries. After the initial search with a weak 
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query, the returned articles are re-ranked based on the linear combination of their original 
ranking score and Wikipedia category score. Then a certain number of terms are selected 
from top-ranked articles to expand the search query.  
Phan et al. (2008) presents a framework for discovering hidden topics from large-
scale data collections to resolve the data sparsity problem in short text classification. 
Instead of using human category information in Wikipedia, they use Gibbs sampling and 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to sample topics from both large-scale data collection 
and a sparse testing dataset. Each testing document is classified based on a vector 
combining both content and topic information. Although the approach provides a 
different perspective on using large-scale text collection, it does not fully utilize useful 
human knowledge information embedded in Wikipedia, such as the category, link 
information, etcetera. Moreover, the sampling process can be very time consuming and 
the sampled topics are time sensitive to Wikipedia snapshots.  
Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2006, 2007) propose a method to improve text 
classification performance by enriching document representation with Wikipedia 
concepts. The mapping between each document and the Wikipedia concepts is achieved 
through a feature generator that acts like a retrieval engine. It receives a text fragment, 
which can be words, sentences, paragraphs, or the whole document, and outputs the most 
relevant Wikipedia articles to the text fragment. The titles of the retrieved Wikipedia 
articles are further filtered, and those with high discriminative capacity are used as 
additional features to enrich the representation of the corresponding documents. 
evaluation shows that their method can greatly improve classification performance. 
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However, the multi-resolution feature generation procedure they apply for mapping 
Wikipedia concepts requires high processing efforts, since each document needs to be 
scanned multiple times. And it produces too many Wikipedia concepts for each 
When the text fragments used for retrieving Wikipedia articles are generic words or 
sentences, this procedure only introduces noise. Although the authors apply a filtering 
to eliminate extraneous features, it further increases the processing efforts and time. In 
method of relatedness-match, we only use document words to retrieve Wikipedia articles. 
Each document word is weighted based on their Term Frequency – Inverse Document 
Frequency (TF–IDF) value. Thereby, Wikipedia concepts retrieved by important words 
with high TF–IDF value are ranked higher than those retrieved through unimportant 
Wikipedia has also been applied for text clustering. Banerjee et al. (2007) uses a 
method similar to that applied in Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2006) for clustering short 
texts. But different from Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2006), it uses query strings created 
from document texts to retrieve relevant Wikipedia articles. The titles of top-ranked 
Wikipedia articles serve as additional features for clustering Google News. 
The method applied in both Banerjee et al. (2007) and Gabrilovich and Markovitch 
(2006) only augments document representation with Wikipedia concepts, without 
considering the hierarchical relationship embedded in Wikipedia. In our method, we also 
integrate Wikipedia category information into document representation based on the 
hierarchical structure of Wikipedia. We believe that integrating high-level category 
information can further improve clustering performance by introducing more background 
knowledge into the clustering process. 
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The Wikipedia category information has also been utilized in Hotho et al. (2002) 
and Wang and Domeniconi (2008) for text clustering and classification, respectively. 
They also extend the Wikipedia concept vector for each document with synonyms and 
associative concepts based on the redirect links and hyperlinks in Wikipedia. Their 
methods, to a great extent, leverage the abundant structural information within 
Wikipedia. However, they all rely on an exact phrase matching strategy for mapping text 
documents to Wikipedia concepts. This strategy is limited by the terms appearing in the 
documents and the coverage of Wikipedia concepts or article titles. For instance, if the 
topical terms used in a document are not exactly the same as any Wikipedia concept but 
are synonymous to some of them, then the Wikipedia concepts that have the same 
meaning with the topical terms would not be mapped to the documents. In this chapter, to 
solve this problem, we adopt another mapping strategy called relatedness-match, which 
does not merely use Wikipedia article titles for matching but also considers the content of 
entire Wikipedia articles during the matching process.  
3.5.2 Exploiting MeSH Ontology 
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) has a subject term tree, and each subject term usually 
corresponds to multiple entry terms. I hope to utilize the tree structure to calculate term 
similarity and then incorporate the similarity information into text clustering. 
Ontology-based similarity measure (also referred to as semantic similarity) has some 
advantages over other measures. First, ontology is created manually by a human being for 
domain and thus is more precise; second, compared to other methods such as latent 
semantic indexing, it is much more efficient computationally; Third, it helps integrate 
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domain knowledge into the data mining process. Comparing two terms in a document 
using ontology information usually exploits the fact that their corresponding concepts 
within ontology usually have properties in the form of attributes, level of generality, or 
specificity, as well as their relationships with other concepts (Pedersen et al. 2007). It is 
worth noting that there are many other term semantic similarity measures, such as latent 
semantic indexing, but this is out of scope of this study. Our focus is on term semantic 
similarity measures using ontology information.  
There have been many studies utilizing ontology similarity for text mining. They 
mainly fall into three categories: path-based similarity measure, information-content-
based similarity measure, and feature-based similarity measure. Path-based similarity 
measure (Wu and Palmer 1994; Li et al. 2003; Leacock and Chodorow 1994; Mao and 
Chu 2002) usually utilizes the information of the shortest path between two concepts, of 
the generality or specificity of both concepts in ontology hierarchy, and of their 
relationships with other concepts. Information-content-based similarity measure 
(Pedersen et al. 2007; Resnik 1999; Lin 1993) associates probabilities with concepts in 
the ontology. Feature-based similarity measure assumes that each term is described by a 
set of terms indicating its properties or features. Then, the more common characteristics 
the two terms have, and the less non-common characteristics they have, the more similar 
the terms are (Varelas et al. 2005; Knappe et al. 2006). 
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CHAPTER 3: INCORPORATION OF DOCUMENT SEMANTIC 
AND SECTION KNOWLEDGE TO ENHANCE TEXT 
CLUSTERING AND SUMMARIZATION 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Proper document representation is very important for document clustering. Conventional 
document clustering tends to represent a document as a bag of words and then cluster 
documents using vector cosine similarity or other similarity measures. One main 
limitation of these document clustering methods is that they are usually black box 
clustering, invisible to end users and lacking the ability to interpret clustering results.  
Steinbach et al. (2000) argues that each document class has a “core” vocabulary of 
words, and the remaining “general” words may have similar distributions in different 
classes. Thus, two documents from different classes can share many general words (e.g., 
stop words) and thus be treated similarly in terms of vector cosine similarity. The ideal 
situation is that we use only the distinguishable terms to cluster documents in a much 
lower dimensionality to improve accuracy and efficiency. However, to discover these 
distinguishable core terms is not a trivial problem when we have no knowledge about the 
document class in advance. If these class specific core terms are successfully identified, 
they can be used not only for document clustering but also for the interpretation of 
document clustering results.  
Motivated by the discussion above, we developed an approach to representing a 
collection of documents as a term co-occurrence graph or an abstract-title term graph. 
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Global ranking methods such as PageRank (Page et al. 1998) and HITS (Kleinberg 1998) 
are applied to the graph to detect the class-specific core terms. Then, an efficient 
is designed to grow some semantic related and graphically connected core term clusters 
from these top-ranked terms. A document is then assigned to its closest term cluster.   
PageRank- and HITS-based algorithms have been very popular for improving web 
document retrieval (a directed hyperlink graph) and text summarization such as LexRank 
(Erkan and Radev 2004) (an undirected sentence similarity graph). Let’s take a look at 
PageRank, for example. If a web page has more inlinks from the web pages with a higher 
PageRank score, the web page gets a higher PageRank score. However, when such 
algorithms are used to identify the globally important terms within an undirected term co-
occurrence graph for a document collection, they face the problem of term noises. The 
top-ranked terms can be either class-specific core terms, or class-unspecific general 
terms, because those general terms have very dense connections with other terms. 
Moreover, an undirected graph contains no reference information (i.e., who cites who). 
Ideally, we should keep the links between the class-specific core terms and remove the 
links that are from the class-unspecific general terms. Therefore, we can remove the 
“noise” of the general terms, and let the ranking of the class-unspecific general terms go 
down and the class-specific core terms go up. Then we simply pick up a set of the top-
ranked terms to initialize the “core” of a cluster.  
In this chapter, two types of term graph representations are presented to discount the 
effects of the general terms and to strengthen the impacts of the class-specific core terms. 
One approach is to construct an undirected corpus-level term co-occurrence graph, where 
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each term is a vertex, and each edge represents the frequency of co-occurrence. A corpus-
corpus-level graph is a graph for an entire dataset, not for a single document. The 
frequency of co-occurrence is the number of documents where the two terms co-occur. 
Statistical filtering and semantic filtering are applied sequentially to remove the “noisy” 
co-occurrence edges. The edges between the two terms are thus filtered out if they are not 
statistically dependent on each other and semantically related. The other approach is to 
construct a directed corpus-level abstract-title term graph with the abstract terms pointing 
to the title terms. Title terms are usually more indicative of the class information than are 
the abstract terms. By constructing the corpus-level term graphs this way, the class-
core terms can have more inlinks (edges) and thus have a better ranking by PageRank or 
HITS.  
Moreover, we develop an efficient and effective algorithm to detect the highest 
density k term subgraphs from the top ranked terms. Each dense term subgraph 
corresponds to one document cluster and captures the core semantic relationship 
information about the document cluster. Then, the distance between each document and 
the k term subgraphs is calculated. A document is assigned to the closest term subgraph. 
Experiments are conducted on two PubMed document sets: Disease10 and 
In detail, we make the following three main comparisons and evaluations: (1) evaluation 
the term’s global ranking: a filtered term co-occurrence graph vs. an abstract-title graph; 
evaluation of the term clustering results: a filtered term co-occurrence graph vs. an 
abstract-title graph; and (3) evaluation of the document clustering results: a filtered term 
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graph-based clustering vs. an abstract-title term graph-based clustering vs. a spherical k-
k-means clustering.  
From the experimental results, we have the following main findings: (1) the 
semantic and statistical filtering of a term co-occurrence graph improve both class-
specific term global ranking and the corresponding document clustering results; (2) an 
abstract-title term graph is more effective than a term co-occurrence term graph with 
statistical and semantic filtering for improving the class-specific core term global ranking 
score and the corresponding document clustering quality, because it encodes document’s 
section importance information as the external knowledge; (3) clustering documents 
using an abstract-title graph achieves competitive results to those of the spherical k-
means; and (4) our clustering method is more efficient than spherical k-means. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we present two graph-
based document representations and provide an efficient and effective graph-based 
document clustering algorithm. Section 3.3 introduces two datasets. Extensive 
experimental evaluations on PubMed articles are conducted, and the results are reported 
in sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. Finally, we conclude the chapter with our major findings and 
future work in section 3.7. 
3.2 Term-level Graph Representation 
3.2.1 MeSH Ontology 
Biomedical literature is usually composed of many complicated biomedical concepts with 
name variations. For example, a compound usually has more than ten synonyms. 
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Therefore, biomedical scientists manually developed an ontology called Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH) [www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh]. 
MeSH mainly consists of a controlled vocabulary and a MeSH Tree. The controlled 
vocabulary contains several different types of terms, such as descriptor, qualifiers, 
publication types, geographics, and entry terms. Descriptor terms are main concepts or 
main headings. Entry terms are the synonyms or terms related to descriptors. For 
example, “Neoplasms” as a descriptor has the following entry terms: {“Cancer,” 
“Cancers,” “Neoplasm,” “Tumors,” “Tumor,” “Benign Neoplasm,” “Neoplasm, 
Benign”}. As a result, descriptor terms are used in this research. MeSH descriptors are 
organized in a MeSH Tree, which can be seen as the MeSH Concept Hierarchy. In the 
MeSH Tree there are fifteen categories (e.g., category A for anatomic terms), and each 
category is further divided into subcategories. For each subcategory, corresponding 
descriptors are hierarchically arranged from most general to most specific. In addition to 
their ontology role, MeSH descriptors have been used to index PubMed articles. For this 
purpose, about ten to twenty MeSH terms are manually assigned to each article (after 
reading full papers). On the assignment of MeSH terms to articles, about three to five 
MeSH terms are set as “Major Topics” that primarily represent the article. This indicates 
that submitting a Major Topic MeSH term query to PubMed usually retrieves a dataset 
with ground truth. 
3.2.2 MeSH Concept Indexing 
The terms in each document are mapped to the entry terms in MeSH, and then the 
selected entry terms are mapped into MeSH descriptors to remove synonyms.  
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In detail, our indexing system matches the terms in each document to the entry terms 
in MeSH and then maps the selected entry terms into MeSH descriptors. Instead of 
searching all entry terms in the MeSH against each document, we select 1- to 5-gram 
words as candidates for MeSH entry terms. Then, only those candidate terms are chosen 
that match with MeSH entry terms. We then replace those semantically similar entry 
terms with the descriptor term to remove synonyms. Next, some MeSH descriptors are 
filtered out that are too common or have nothing do with the contents of the PubMed 
articles (e.g., English abstract or Government supported). By automatically studying ten 
years of PubMed abstracts, from 1994–2003, using Zipf’s Law (Zipf 1935), a stop term 
list is generated for this purpose. Figure 3.1 illustrates the mapping procedure.  
In short, the purpose of the two-step mapping is to remove synonyms, to solve name 
variations, and to reduce the dimension of a document representation.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 The concept mapping from MeSH entry terms to MeSH descriptors  
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MeSH entry term sets are extracted from documents “Doc1” and “Doc2” using the MeSH 
ontology, and then the entry terms are replaced with descriptors based on the MeSH 
ontology. Both MeSH descriptors and entry terms are multi-grams. 
3.2.3 MeSH Co-occurrence Graph 
An edge is constructed if two concepts (MeSH descriptors) co-occur in a document. The 
edge weight is the number of documents in which the two concepts co-occur (figure 3.2). 
Although the example in figure 3.2 is only for the two documents, the method can be 
used to build a graph for a whole collection of documents.   
 
2
1
1 1
1
 
Figure 3.2 A term co-occurrence graph between two documents: Doc1 and Doc2. 
The edge weight is the number of documents where two terms co-occur.   
 
3.2.4 Noise Reduction 
The PageRank algorithm does well in identifying globally important web pages on the 
WWW network, since it ranks a web page using its social reference information (i.e., it is 
cited by whom). However, when it is applied to a term co-occurrence graph, it faces the 
noise problem (i.e., the general terms can receive high ranking easily, as they tend to co-
co-occur with most of the class-specific core terms). Should the impacts of “general 
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be discounted, it would contribute to strengthening the effects of “core terms.” Therefore, 
the following two filtering strategies are applied sequentially. First, employ a chi-square 
statistical filtering to remove each edge between nonsignificant concept pairs. Then, 
each edge between every two concepts that never appear in the same sentence clause. In 
detail, statistical filtering and semantic filtering are defined as the following two sections.   
Statistical Filtering. In order to validate the strength of the relatedness of concept pairs, 
the edges are filtered out if their chi-square value falls below a critical value (P=0.001 
with degree of freedom 1, 10.83). Other statistical measures, such as mutual information, 
are disregarded as there is no critical value table to follow.  
Semantic Filtering. A pair of two concepts is determined as semantically related if they 
appear in the same clause of an English sentence. An edge between two co-occurring 
concepts is thus filtered if they are not semantically related. 
3.2.7 MeSH Abstract-Title Graph 
As discussed in previous sections, discovering how to discount the impacts of the general 
terms is essential to detecting the class-specific core terms. But filtering methods are not 
the only strategies that we can apply. If a term graph is well constructed, we may not 
heuristics such as filtering. We argue that the different sections of a document have 
different importance levels for assigning the terms’ global ranking scores. For example, 
terms in a document title usually contain a much bigger percentage of topical terms than 
those in a document abstract. Therefore, we view a document abstract as an explanation 
a document title. In other words, an abstract term “cites” the title terms. Based on this 
intuition, a directed abstract-title term graph is constructed with each abstract term 
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to each title term (see figure 3.3). This makes the class-specific core terms receive more 
inlinks. In figure 3.3, we explain how to construct an abstract-title graph using the two 
documents. An abstract term E co-occurs with the title term A and B in two documents. 
Thus, a directed edge is constructed with E pointing to A and B. Edge weight 2 means 
{E} and {A, B} co-occur twice. It is possible that a term appears both in the title and 
abstract section, which is equivalent to an author’s citing his own work. In practice, we 
many terms occur in both title and abstract, not necessary simultaneously, which makes 
some abstract (title) terms receive inlinks from other abstract (title) terms. This fact 
actually guarantees the run of PageRank-based algorithms because PageRank requires the 
graph should not be a bipartite graph, that is, there should be some links among abstract 
(title) terms.  
 
Figure 3.3 An abstract-title term graph between two documents: Doc1 and Doc2, 
with abstract terms pointing to title terms. TI stands for title terms. AB means abstract 
terms. The edge weight is the number of documents where an abstract term co-occurs 
with a title term.   
Table 3.1 shows the rankings of the title terms (in bold font) and the abstract terms 
a PubMed document belonging to the macular degeneration class. As we see, the title 
two terms that are very topic specific receives higher rankings. Note that although our 
method is quite effective for improving the class-specific terms’ ranking, it cannot make 
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general terms rank below class-specific terms, since it is possible that a class-unspecific 
general term could appear in both the title and abstract. However, our approach takes 
advantage of the fact that most title terms are topic-specific terms and therefore are 
effective in improving these terms’ global ranking. 
 
Table 3.1 The ranking of title and abstract terms of a PubMed document, 
calculated by PageRank 
Term(T:Title;A:Abstract) Ranking 
Macular Degeneration (T, A) 3 
Lithiasis (T) 35 
Uric Acid (A) 36 
Urinary Calculi (A) 37 
Phosphorus (A) 756 
Parathyroid Hormone (A) 981 
Staining and Labeling (A) 2436 
Microdissection (A) 3426 
Anthraquinones (A) 5127 
 
3.2.8 Term Global Importance 
The ranking of terms by global ranking methods such as PageRank and HITS indicates 
their global importance. Ideally, we only need to pick the top-ranked class-specific core 
terms to initialize the “core” of clusters. The success of PageRank lies on its integration 
human knowledge (inlinks). Unless the graph is not a bipartite graph, PageRank can be 
applied. Therefore, they can be applied to both symmetric term co-occurrence graphs and 
asymmetric abstract-title graphs. However, when applied to a symmetric graph, they have 
to deal with the fact that the class-unspecific general terms tend to co-occur with most of 
the class-specific core terms and thus receive very high rankings. The function of these 
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terms is very similar to a large portal website such as Yahoo that is cited by a great deal 
other web pages. Figuring out how to discount the effects of these class-unspecific 
terms can contribute to discovering the distinguishable class-specific core terms. We 
expect a statistical filtering and a semantic filtering would help solve this problem. For 
example, which is the closer concept pair, {“Human,” “Migraine Disorder”} or 
{“Headache,” “Migraine Disorder”}? By chi-square, {“Headache,” “Migraine Disorder”} 
is more significant than {“Human,” “Migraine Disorder”}, because “Human” tends to co-
co-occur with most other terms, while “Headache” tends to co-occur with “Migraine 
Disorder.” Therefore, if the chi-square value of {“Human,” “Migraine Disorder”} is 
the threshold, the edge between the two terms will be filtered out. 
As discussed before, hyperlinks contain more useful information than undirected co-
occurrence links because they encode human choices beyond the document content. 
Motivated from this observation, an abstract-title term graph with abstract terms pointing 
to title terms is constructed to integrate the document section importance information into 
the links between terms. As a result, title terms have more inlinks than abstract terms and 
thus receive higher PageRank scores. Assigning title terms higher ranking scores also 
assigns topic-specific terms higher ranking scores, since a document title usually contains 
more topic specific terms than a document abstract. 
3.2.9 Term Local Importance 
A term’s local importance is defined to be the density with which it connects to other 
If a topic-specific term is densely connected to a number of other terms that are also 
related to this topic, then a core term cluster is formed.  
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We believe that the top ranked terms form several dense areas within a co-
occurrence term graph or an abstract-title term graph. Therefore, we start from the top 
ranked terms to detect core term clusters. 
For this purpose, we develop a measure called In_Cluster_Degree (ICD) (equation 
3.1) to calculate a term’s local importance:  
 
(3.1) 
where ),( kt CEdgeWeight i is the sum of co-occurrences of term it with each connected 
term in term cluster kC  and ),( kt CEdgeNum i means the number of links connecting term it to 
cluster kC .  
In practice, the top ranked terms by PageRank are selected sequentially to detect k 
core term subgraphs (clusters). For a top ranked term it , our algorithm first generates a 
term list where all the terms are linked to term it . This term list forms a temporary term 
cluster (subgraph) and is sorted in a descending order based on their ICD values, that is, 
the link frequency to other terms. Terms below a predefined threshold are put back into 
the term pool for reassignment. Terms over the threshold and term it  are kept to form a 
core term cluster. If no term is over the threshold, term it will be put back into the term 
pool. Once k core term clusters are detected, the remaining terms are assigned to the k 
term clusters according to their ICD values. The details of calculating a term’s local 
importance and its corresponding term cluster’s density will be explained in section 3.8 
with a solid example.  
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3.2.10 A Graph-based Document Clustering 
After k term clusters are identified, each document is assigned to its closest term cluster 
by maximizing equation 3.2: 
 ),(__
),(
, kdi
kj
CtDegreeClusterIn
CdClosenessDocCluster
j
 (3.2) 
In equation 3.2, the closeness between document jd  and cluster kC  is calculated by 
summing up the In_Cluster_Degree of each term 
jdi
t , .  
Algorithm: 
Input: 
G : a term graph,  
    D: a document set. 
    K:  a pre-defined cluster number. 
   M:  the minimum number of core terms in each cluster. 
   Q: a term cluster quality threshold. 
  Output: K core term clusters and their corresponding K document clusters. 
  /* calculate term salient score and assign to a term vertex list v_list 
 and sort the v_list in a descending order by terms’ salience score */ 
1:         v_list <- globalRank (G); 
2:         v_list <- sort (v_list, SalienceScore, des);  
 /*  Detecting K core term clusters */ 
3: while  (the number of detected term clusters is less than K) do 
4:            for each term vertex Ti in  v_list do        //start from the first term in v_list
                   //get a non-used term cluster from clusterPool 
5:                 cluster_k <- getFreeTermCluster(clusterPool);  
6:                  if (cluster_k is nil) return // all k clusters are detected 
7:                   cluster_k.add(Ti); 
8:                   Ti_list <- findConnectedTerms (Ti); 
    //sort terms in Ti_list descendingly by In_Cluster_Degree(ICD) 
9:                   Ti_list <-Sort (Ti_list, ICDScore,des) 
10:                for each Tj in Ti_list do //start from the last term 
11:                      if (ICD(Tj)/ICD(Ti)>= Q) do 
12:                          cutoff_index <- j; 
13:                           break for loop;  
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   //add all the terms over cutoff_index in Ti_list to cluster_k; 
14:                cluster_k.add(getTermsOver (cutoff_index)); 
  // if the detected term cluster is too small, it will not be counted. 
15:                  if (size(cluster_k) < M) do 
16:                      cluster_k.clear(); 
17:                      free(cluster_k); //put back cluster_k to clusterPool 
18: assign remaining terms to k term clusters by maximizing ICD. 
/*match each document to its closest term cluster by the maximization of 
equation(2) */ 
19:    For each document dm in D  do 
20:            cluster_k<-findClosestCluster( dm)                             
21:            cluster_k.add(dm);         
      
Figure 3.4 Term rank–based document clustering  
3.2.11 An Efficient and Effective Algorithm for Identifying k Core Term Clusters and k 
Document Clusters. 
Figure 3.4 above shows the procedure of document clustering. Below we explain each 
step in great detail. Compared to our previous algorithm (Zhang, et al. 2007b), which is 
designed for a title-abstract graph and its corresponding term co-occurrence graph, this 
algorithm is more general and suitable for any type of term graph. Note that this 
algorithm requires only one term graph as input, while our previous algorithm uses two 
graphs as inputs. This change makes the algorithm more efficient, less effected by term 
noise in term co-occurrence graph, and able to achieve better performance.   
Step 1(lines 1–2): The global importance score of each term vertex is treated as its 
salience score. The larger the score is, the higher the ranking. First, a global ranking 
algorithm such as PageRank is run on a term co-occurrence or an abstract-title term graph 
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until it converges. Once the score is determined, the terms are sorted in a descending 
order according to their salience scores—or global importance. 
Step 2 (lines 3–18): To detect k term clusters (as shown in figure 3.4), our algorithm 
checks each term sequentially using the sorted list generated from step 1. Herein, the 
procedure is explained by a detailed example. If the number one top-ranked term is 
“Hepatitis B, Chronic,” then all the terms that have links to the term “Hepatitis B, 
Chronic,” including the term itself, are treated as a candidate term cluster. These terms 
are further sorted by their In_Cluster_Degree (ICD) in descending order (Ti_list, line 9). 
Starting from the lowest ranked term (line 10), the ICD of each term in Ti_list is 
denominated by the ICD of the term with the largest ICD value—the ICD of “Hepatitis 
B, Chronic” (which connects to every other term). This value is then checked against a 
predefined threshold Q, say 0.5 (line 11). If this value is over 0.5, then the current term 
and all the terms ranking above it form a new term cluster (lines 12–14). If only the terms 
including “Lamivudine,” “Hepatitis B virus,” and “Hepatitis B, Antigens” are over the 
threshold, then these terms together with term “Hepatitis B, Chronic” form a new core 
dense subgraph (core term cluster). The terms below the threshold Q are put back into the 
term pool. Furthermore, we require the number of core terms in this term cluster to be 
over a predefined number M, say 3. In other words, if the size of the detected term cluster 
is too small, it will not be treated as a term cluster, and all the terms in the list will be put 
back for future reassignment (lines 15–17). Our example term cluster satisfies all the 
criterions, therefore the system will stop here and start to detect the other k-1 term 
clusters. The algorithm loops until it finds all k core term clusters. 
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Finally, after k term clusters are detected, all the remaining terms, including those 
that have not been clustered, are assigned to their closest term cluster by the 
maximization of equation 3.1 (line 18).  
Step 3 (lines 19–21): We match each document efficiently to its closest term cluster 
by adding up its terms’ ICD values, that is, the maximization of equation 3.2. 
It deserves mention that the convergence of the algorithm is dependent on the term 
cluster threshold Q and the minimum core terms number M. We find our algorithms 
converge when Q is less than or equal to 0.5 and M is less than or equal to 5 on the two 
experimental datasets. In our experiment, the threshold Q is set to 0.5 for the larger 
dataset (Disease10), where terms have very dense connectivity, and to 0.3 for the smaller 
dataset (OHSUMED23), where terms are relatively sparsely connected; M is set to 3 for 
both datasets. Both Q and M guarantee that the identified core term clusters are densely 
connected, and these terms are semantically related to each other.  
In summary, we present an efficient clustering algorithm based on the terms’ global 
and local importance information. The detected core term clusters can be further used for 
annotating document clusters. Although existing model-based clustering methods (Zhang 
et al. 2006) can choose the most probable terms of a document cluster to interpret the 
corresponding document clustering, these terms can have a lack of interpretation power 
because they are not required to be semantically and graphically related to each other.  
Table 3.2 The document sets and their sizes 
Document Class #. of Docs 
Gout 642 
Chickenpox 1,083 
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Raynaud Disease 1,153 
Jaundice 1,486 
Hepatitis B 1,815 
Hay Fever 2,632 
Kidney Calculi 3,071 
Age-related Macular Degeneration 3,277 
Migraine 4,174 
Otitis 5,233 
    
3.3 Data Sets 
3.3.1 Disease10 
The Disease10 dataset is collected from PubMed by submitting queries using the 
“MajorTopic” tag along with the corresponding MeSH term of the disease name. For 
example, if the disease name’s corresponding MeSH term is “Gout,” then the query will 
become “Gout [Major Topic].” Table 3.2 shows the ten classes of document sets and their 
document numbers. The document class name is the query name. Each class is named 
using a disease name, namely, a class-name term.  
3.3.2 OHSUMED23 
OHSUMED consists of scientific abstracts collected from Medline, an online 
medical information database. The selected OHSUMED corpus contains 13,929 Medline 
abstracts from the year 1991, each of which was assigned one or multiple labels out of 
twenty-three cardiovascular disease categories. Excluding abstracts with multiple labels, 
we indexed the remaining 7,400 abstracts belonging to 23 classes. 
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3.4 Term Global Ranking Evaluation 
3.4.1 Evaluation Method 
The evaluation of term ranking is conducted on the Disease10 dataset. We evaluate 
terms’ global ranking by checking how many different classes (in table 3.2) are found 
within the top forty ranked terms. The terms are counted as class-specific core terms if 
they are the class-name terms or the class-name terms’ synonyms (as shown in table 3.2). 
If two methods happen to identify an equal number of classes within the top forty terms, 
the one with more class-name terms is deemed to have a better performance. For 
example, if both methods detect six classes, and if one method has ten class-name terms 
in total and the other method has seven class-name terms in total, then the one with ten 
class-name terms has a better performance. 
3.4.2 Term Ranking Results and Analysis 
Although we compare both PageRank and HITS on ranking terms in our experiments, we 
only show PageRank ranking results, since they perform very similarly to each other. The 
PageRank algorithm requires a damping factor or “Jump-out” factor. In our experiment, 
we set it to 0.85, which achieves relatively better results. For details about the damping 
factor, please refer to the PageRank algorithm (Page et al. 1998). 
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Figure 3.5 Term global ranking. “FreqEdgeCount” indicates ranking term by edge 
frequency; “PR” is PageRank; “Co” means term co-occurrence graph; “Semantic” is 
semantic filtering; “Chi” is chi-square filtering; “Ab_Ti” means abstract-title graph. For 
example, PR_Co_Chi_Semantic means PageRank on a term co-occurrence graph with 
chi-square and semantic filtering. 
 
Apart from PageRank, we introduce a baseline ranking method called 
FreqEdgeCount. The FreqEdgeCount method is based on the terms’ edge frequency. The 
edge frequency of a term is the number of terms connecting to it. A term with a higher 
edge frequency value receives a higher ranking score. Accordingly, FreqEdgeCount_co 
in figure 3.5 and table 3.3 stands for a FreqEdgeCount ranking on a term co-occurrence 
graph without filtering.    
We compare the performances of the PageRank algorithm on four different term 
graphs: a term co-occurrence graph without filtering (PR_Co), a term co-occurrence 
graph with chi-square filtering (PR_Co_Chi), a term co-occurrence graph with semantic 
filtering (PR_Co_Semantic), a term co-occurrence graph with both chi-square filtering 
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and semantic filtering (PR_Co_Chi_Semantic), and an abstract-title term graph. The 
shorthand scheme symbols are listed in figure 3.3 and table 3.3. Among all these 
schemes, PR_Ab_Ti identifies the most classes, and FreqEdgeCount detects the least 
number of classes. Observe that PR_Co_Chi_Semantic achieves a better result than that 
of PR_Co_Chi and PR_Co_Semantic, which performs better than PR_Co. 
 
Table 3.3 Schemes and the top forty ranked terms. “FreqEdgeCount” indicates 
rank term by edge frequency; “PR” indicates PageRank; “Co” means term co-occurrence 
graph; “Semantic” is semantic filtering; “Chi” is chi-square filtering; “Ab_Ti” means 
abstract-title graph. Terms in boldface indicate class-related terms. 
Top forty ranked MeSH descriptor terms 
Scheme: FreqEdgeCount_Co 
Patients; Therapeutics; Migraine Disorders; Child; Otitis; Disease; Cells; 
Infection; Attention; Serum; Time; Role; Ear, Middle; Ear; Humans; Headache; 
Risk; History; Blood; Eye; Diagnosis; Plasma; Rats; Population; Research Design; 
Tissues; Organization and Administration; Macular Degeneration; Pain; 
Evaluation Studies; Genes; Prevalence; Surgery; Syndrome; Incidence; Rhinitis; 
Pollen; Economics; Association; Family 
Scheme: PR_Co 
Patients; Therapeutics; Disease; Child; Otitis; Time; Infection; Migraine 
Disorders; Serum; Role; Diagnosis; Risk; Population; Attention; History; Headache; 
Cells; Ear, Middle; Incidence; Blood; Evaluation Studies; Ear; Eye; Research 
Design; Macular Degeneration; Adult; Prevalence; Association; Pain; Surgery; 
Humans; Rhinitis; Women; Methods; Kidney Calculi; Hepatitis B, Chronic; 
Hospitals; Antigens; Life; Review  
Scheme: PR_Co_Semantic 
Patients; Therapeutics; Migraine Disorders; Child; Otitis; Serum; Infection; 
Disease; Hepatitis B virus; Headache; Ear, Middle; Cells; Eye; Attention; 
Chickenpox; Pollen; Time; Macular Degeneration; Risk; Rhinitis; Hepatitis B, 
Chronic; Blood; Ear; History; Rhinitis, Allergic, Seasonal; Prevalence; DNA; 
Diagnosis; Incidence; Population; Epilepsy; Role; Bilirubin; Infant; Calcium; Pain; 
Kidney Calculi; Antigens; Adult; Liver 
Scheme: PR_Co_Chi 
Patients; Therapeutics; Disease; Child; Otitis; Time; Infection; Migraine 
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Disorders; Serum; Role; Diagnosis; Risk; Population; Headache; Ear, Middle; 
Attention; Cells; History; Incidence; Blood; Eye; Ear; Macular Degeneration; 
Evaluation Studies; Research Design; Prevalence; Rhinitis; Association; Hepatitis 
B, Chronic; Surgery; Adult; Humans; Antigens; Kidney Calculi; Methods; 
Rhinitis, Allergic, Seasonal; Pain; Pollen; Hospitals; Women 
Scheme: PR_Co_Chi_Semantic 
Patients; Therapeutics; Migraine Disorders; Child; Otitis; Serum; Infection; 
Disease; Hepatitis B virus; Headache; Ear, Middle; Eye; Chickenpox; Pollen; 
Cells; Attention; Macular Degeneration; Time; Rhinitis; Hepatitis B, Chronic; 
Risk; Ear; Rhinitis, Allergic, Seasonal; Blood; DNA; History; Prevalence; 
Epilepsy; Diagnosis; Bilirubin; Incidence; Calcium; Population; Infant; Kidney 
Calculi; Pain; Antigens; Role; Liver; Immunoglobulin E 
Scheme: PR_Ab_Ti 
Migraine Disorders; Otitis; Macular Degeneration; Kidney Calculi; 
Hepatitis B, Chronic; Chickenpox; Rhinitis; Rhinitis, Allergic, Seasonal; 
Lithotripsy; Review [Publication Type]; Jaundice; Shock; Gout; Pollen; Hepatitis 
B virus; Viruses; Herpesvirus 3, Human; Sumatriptan; Epilepsy; Calculi; 
Lamivudine; Hepatitis B; Jaundice, Neonatal; Otitis Media with Effusion; 
Infection; Hypersensitivity; Immunotherapy; Calcium Oxalate; Urinary Calculi; 
Safety; Macular Edema, Cystoid; Visually Impaired Persons; Hepatitis; Otitis 
Externa; Life; Antigens; Edema; Vaccination; Membranes; Costs and Cost Analysis 
 
The identified class-name terms and their synonyms are shown in table 3.3 in bold 
font. FreqEdgeCount_Co has only three class-name terms: Migraine Disorders, Otitis, 
and Macular Degeneration. PR_Co detects two more class-name terms: “Kidney Calculi” 
and “Hepatitis B, Chronic.” Moreover, semantic filtering performs slightly better than 
chi-square filtering, which gets a better result than that of FreqEdgeCount_Co. By 
applying chi-square and semantic filtering sequentially on a term co-occurrence graph, 
PageRank identifies three more class-name terms: “Hepatitis B, Virus,” “Chickenpox,” 
and “Rhinitis, Allergic, Seasonal” (Hay Fever).  
The last row of table 3.3 shows the terms’ PageRank ranking on an abstract-title 
term graph. Many more class-name terms are identified by PR_AB_Ti than by the other 
schemes. PR_Ab_Ti has nine more class-specific core terms than PR_Co_Semantic_Chi. 
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Except for the term “Raynaud disease,” all the other nine disease names are shown in the 
top forty term list. The experimental results confirm our expectation that class-specific 
core terms receive higher ranking scores on an abstract-title term graph than the other 
term graphs. This infers that the document section importance information as external 
knowledge is integrated into the graph and thus gives title class-specific core terms a 
higher ranking score than the class-unspecific general terms. 
As discussed before, to a certain degree, our method decreases the ranking of the 
general terms, but it cannot make all the general terms receive lower ranking scores than 
the class-specific core terms. For example, a general term can also appear frequently in 
the document titles. However, a document title usually contains a higher percentage of 
class-specific core terms than general terms. Therefore, we observe that the PR_Ab_Ti 
attains a better performance.   
3.5 Term Clustering Evaluation 
An evaluation of a term cluster is also conducted on the Disease10 dataset. The quality of 
a term cluster is judged by whether it contains class-name terms or their synonyms.  
Table 3.4 shows the term cluster results of our algorithm using PageRank on a term 
co-occurrence graph with a chi-square and semantic filtering. Eight out of ten term 
clusters contain class-name terms or their synonyms. Since cluster 1 and cluster 2 
correspond to the same class—“Migraine Disorders”—seven classes are identified in 
total. In table 3.5, using an abstract-title graph, nine out of ten term clusters contain class-
class-name terms. Cluster 2 and cluster 10 are two identical term clusters. Thus, eight 
classes are discovered. Obviously, clustering using an abstract-title graph identifies more 
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core term clusters than a filtered term co-occurrence graph. Although the experiments of 
other schemes are also conducted, for the sake of saving space, we only show these two 
better schemes.  
 
Table 3.4 Term cluster identified by our algorithm and the PageRank ranking on a 
filtered term co-occurrence graph 
 Term cluster (corresponding class name) 
1 Plasma; Epilepsy; Migraine Disorders (Migraine Disorders) 
2 Epilepsy; Migraine Disorders; Sumatriptan (Migraine Disorders) 
3 Mucous Membrane; Otitis; Otitis Media with Effusion (Otitis) 
4 Hepatitis B virus; Hepatitis B, Chronic; Lamivudine (Hepatitis B) 
5 Serotonin, Tryptamines, Triazoles 
6 Membranes; Choroidal Neovascularization; Macular Degeneration 
(Macular Degeneration) 
7 Poaceae; Rhinitis; Pollen (Hay fever) 
8 Amoxicillin; Clavulanic Acid; Cephalosporins 
9 Calcium Oxalate, Citric Acid, Kidney Calculi (Kidney Calculi) 
10 Chickenpox; Herpes Zoster; Herpesvirus 3, Human (Chickenpox) 
 
Table 3.5 Term cluster identified by our algorithm using the PageRank ranking on 
abstract-title graph  
 Term cluster( corresponding class name) 
1 Kidney Calculi, Shock, Lithotripsy (Kidney Calculi) 
2 Macular Degeneration, Visual Acuity, Vision (Macular Degeneration) 
3 Chickenpox, Viruses, Herpesvirus 3, Human (Chickenpox) 
4 Migraine Disorders, Epilepsy, Women (Migraine Disorders) 
5 Otitis Media with Effusion, Otitis, Observation (Otitis) 
6 Hepatitis B, Chronic, Lamivudine, Hepatitis B virus, Hepatitis B, 
Antigens(Hepatitis B) 
7 Kidney Calculi, Calcium Oxalate, Chickenpox (Kidney Calculi) 
8 Jaundice, “Jaundice, Neonatal”, Bilirubin, Life (Jaundice) 
9 Rhinitis, Pollen, Immunotherapy (Hay Fever) 
10 Macular Edema, Cystoid, Visual Acuity, Edema (Macular 
Degeneration) 
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3.6 Document Clustering Evaluations 
3.6.1 Evaluation Method 
Cluster quality is evaluated by four extrinsic measures: entropy (Zhao and Karypis 2001), 
F-score (Zhao and Karypis 2001), purity (Zhao and Karypis 2001), and normalized 
mutual information (NMI) (Zhong and Ghosh 2003). NMI is defined as the mutual 
information between the cluster assignments and a preexisting labeling of the dataset, 
normalized by the arithmetic mean of the maximum possible entropies of the empirical 
marginals, that is, 
     2/loglog
;,
ck
YXIYXNMI   (3.3)
where X is a random variable for cluster assignments, Y is a random variable for the 
preexisting labels on the same data, k is the number of clusters, and c is the number of 
preexisting classes. NMI ranges from 0 to 1. The bigger the NMI is, the higher quality the 
clustering. NMI is better than other common extrinsic measures such as purity and 
entropy in the sense that it does not necessarily increase when the number of clusters 
increases. Purity can be interpreted as the classification rate under the assumption that all 
samples of a cluster are predicted to be members of the actual dominant class for that 
cluster. Entropy is a more comprehensive measure than purity, since rather than just 
considering the number of objects “in” and “not in” the most frequent class, it considers 
the entire distribution. F-score combines the information of precision and recall, which is 
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extensively applied in information retrieval, with values falling in [0, 1], and the larger 
the value, the better the cluster quality.  
3.6.2 Clustering Results and Analysis 
Although both PageRank and HITS are applied to our clustering algorithm, we only 
present the clustering results using PageRank since their performances are very close. All 
the experiments are conducted on a Lenovo T60 laptop with a dual-core 1.83GHZ CPU, a 
1GB memory and an 80GB 5400RPM hard drive.  
 
Table 3.6 The clustering results on Disease10 (PageRank). Node: minimum 
number of nodes for detecting ten-term cluster; Secs: the number of seconds; Co: term 
co-occurrence graph without filtering; Co_filter: semantically and statistically filtered 
term co-occurrence graph; Ab_Ti: abstract-title graph; k-means: spherical k-means the 
TF-IDF.   
 Node Secs Entropy F-Score Purity NMI 
Co 100 30 0.76 0.66 0.79 0.60 
Co_filter 90 9 0.65 0.66 0.81 0.65 
Ab_Ti 58 7 0.36 0.75 0.89 0.75 
K-means N/A 39 0.35 0.77 0.87 0.75 
 
Table 3.7 The clustering results on OHSUMED23 (PageRank); the notations are 
the same as in table 3.6. 
 Nodes Secs Entropy F-Score Purity NMI 
Co 600 20 2.20 0.22 0.34 0.16 
Co_filter 551 6 2.10 0.23 0.35 0.17 
Ab_ti 330 3 2.07 0.28 0.38 0.20 
K-means N/A 26 2.28 0.21 0.33 0.15 
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Table 3.6 and 3.7 show the document clustering results on the Disease10 and 
OHSUMED23 datasets, respectively. Co, Co_filter, and Ab_Ti stand for term co-
occurrence graph without filtering, term co-occurrence graph with chi-square and 
semantic filtering, and abstract-title term graph. The performance of our algorithm is 
compared to that of spherical k-means using the TF-IDF scheme, because spherical k-
means is a very widely used clustering algorithm in the data mining community, and 
spherical k-means using the TF-IDF as representation scheme has continuously better 
performance than other schemes like term frequency and normalized term frequency 
(Zhang et al. 2006). Since the results of k-means clustering vary with initialization, we 
run it ten times with random initialization and take the average as the result. In table 3.6 
and 3.7, the “secs” column indicates the number of seconds that each algorithm takes to 
finish. For our approach, it includes ranking terms, detecting core term clusters, and 
matching documents to their closest term clusters.  
To compare the performance between using a term co-occurrence graph (co, 
co_filter) and using an abstract-title graph (Ab_Ti), we also check the number of term 
nodes used for detecting k core term clusters. Only a very small number of terms can 
detect all k core term clusters, and these terms are very class-specific, which indicates the 
corresponding graph representation makes PageRank assign higher rankings to class-
specific terms. Therefore, the fewer term vertices (nodes) there are, the better the graph 
representation. 
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As shown in table 3.6 and 3.7, Co_filter has slightly better performance and uses 
fewer term nodes to detect core term clusters than Co. The time used is also dramatically 
reduced from 30 to 9 seconds and from 20 to 6 seconds on the Disease10 and 
OHSUMED23, respectively. This shows that our semantic and statistical filtering 
strategy on the term co-occurrence graph has a very positive effect on document 
clustering.  
Compared to other graph representations, Ab_Ti has the best overall performance. It 
uses 7 seconds to cluster 24,566 documents from the Disease10 dataset and 3 seconds to 
cluster the 7,400 documents from the OHSUMED23 dataset. Moreover, judging by the 
four extrinsic evaluation measures, it significantly outperforms Co and Co_filter. This 
indicates that encoding document section importance information into a graph is better 
than a post filtering on a term co-occurrence graph in the document clustering.   
In table 3.6 and 3.7, we also see that compared with the spherical k-means, our 
algorithm performs similarly on Disease10 but better on OHSUMED23. However, just 
one run of k-means uses more seconds than our algorithm. This indicates our algorithm is 
efficient and more scalable. Notice that our algorithm has a better performance on the 
“noisy” dataset OHSUMED23 (with twenty-three classes and each of them containing a 
limited number of documents). In short, while performing more efficiently, our algorithm 
is comparable to k-means. However, this is not our only contribution. The byproducts of 
our clustering algorithm are the class-specific core term clusters that provide the 
annotation of clustering results.  
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3.7 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this chapter, we present a graph-based biomedical literature clustering approach 
utilizing terms’ global and local importance information. The advantages of our approach 
are the following: (1) we develop two types of corpus-level graph representations to 
improve topic-specific terms’ global rankings and the corresponding document clustering 
quality—a term co-occurrence graph with statistical and semantic filtering and an 
abstract-title term graph; (2) we identify distinguishable class-specific core term 
subgraphs (clusters) using terms’ global and local importance information; (3) our 
approach provides a meaningful explanation for document clustering through its 
generated core term subgraphs, which is crucial for users to have an overview of 
clustering results, picking only the favorite document clusters and disregarding the 
others.  
In detail, we have the following main findings: (1) semantic and statistical filtering 
do have positive effects on improving both the class-specific terms’ global ranking score 
and the corresponding document clustering performance; (2) an abstract-title graph 
representation is more effective than a term co-occurrence graph representation with 
semantic and statistical filtering in improving class-specific terms’ global ranking score, 
as well as the document clustering quality—because it encodes documents’ section 
importance information as external knowledge; (3) clustering using an abstract-title graph 
achieves competitive results to spherical k-means using the TF-IDF scheme but is more 
efficient. In short, our ontology-enriched and graph-based approach is very effective for 
clustering biomedical literature while providing interpretation for the clustering results. 
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In the future, we would extend our work to other text mining applications, such as feature 
selection, classification, and text summarization 
 
3.8 Research Question Tested 
Question 1: Where and how can we get domain knowledge through a graph 
representation, and how can we effectively utilize this knowledge? 
In this chapter, we used two term-level graph representations to attain semantic 
knowledge and document section knowledge. We also developed a term rank–based 
clustering algorithm to utilize the knowledge. 
Question 4: Do the proposed graph-based algorithms improve traditional text clustering? 
As seen from section 3.6.2, the proposed clustering algorithm achieves a better 
performance than that of spherical k-means clustering in most of the evaluation metrics.  
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CHAPTER 4: INCORPORATION OF DOCUMENT LINKAGE 
KNOWLEDGE TO ENHANCE TEXT CLUSTERING 
4.1 Introduction 
In a document-level graph, each document represents a graph node; the inlinks and 
outlinks of a document are considered graph edges. The central task for document-level 
graph-based text clustering is to incorporate document linkage information into the 
document clustering process.  
The different types of links between documents usually encode external human 
knowledge beyond document contents and therefore are considered as very useful 
information for text mining. PageRank (Page et al. 1998) and HITS (Kleinberg 1998) are 
two very successful models that use such linkage information for document importance 
ranking.  
The exploitation of link information to enhance text classification has been studied 
extensively in the research community (Angelova and Weikum 2006; Chakrabarti et al. 
1998; Cohn and Hofmann 2001; Ghani et al. 2001; Oh et al. 2000). One method is 
to as Markov Random Field Relaxation Labeling (MRF-RL), in which the label of a 
document is determined by both local content and its neighbors’ labels (Angelova and 
Weikum 2006; Chakrabarti et al. 1998). Another group of works focuses on utilizing 
generative linear models (Cohn and Hofmann 2001; Getoor et al. 2001; Lu and Getoor 
2003). The other improves classification accuracy by incorporating neighbors’ content 
information text into the local content. However, neighbors’ text content information 
be useful only when the neighbor documents address similar topics to that of the current 
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document (Ghani et al. 2001). Moreover, a growing number of works (He et al. 2001; 
Modha and Spangler 2000; Strehl et al. 2000; Wang and Kitsuregawa 2002; Weiss et al. 
1996) use hyperlink information in the clustering of web search results. Whereas these 
approaches provide valuable insights on employing link information, they all rely on 
heuristic similarity measures, which linearly combine text similarity information with 
similarity or co-citation similarity information. However, setting up the parameter for a 
linear combination is very data dependent and requires a great deal of tuning. 
the findings from only clustering web search results may not work for other datasets.  
In this study, a MRF-RL clustering algorithm is developed to evaluate the effects of 
various link types in unsupervised document clustering. Relaxation labeling is initially 
designed to handle link-based text classification. It incorporates both text and link 
information into a unified probabilistic framework, and it has proven very effective in 
text classification (Angelova and Weikum 2006; Chakrabarti et al. 1998; Oh et al. 2000). 
Relaxation labeling requires some seed documents, that is, documents with labels. In the 
setting of text classification, training documents can serve as seeds. For document 
clustering purposes, we use a content-based clustering tool to initialize labels of all 
documents. We argue that relaxation labeling would iteratively utilize the linkage 
information to improve the initial clustering. All these reasons encourage us to deeply 
study the behavior of linkages in unsupervised text clustering problems within the MRL-
RL framework.  
As most of the existing studies focus only on hyperlinks, it becomes necessary to 
evaluate more types of links and how different link types and link patterns affect 
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clustering. Therefore, we complete a very comprehensive study of different link types, 
including explicit links, implicit links, and similarity links. Explicit links such as 
and citations usually encode similar topics or topic transition patterns. Coauthorship links 
as implicit links often indicate the similarity of the corresponding documents. For 
two documents by the same author should have an implicit link denoting the topic 
similarity of these two documents. Co-citation links as another type of implicit link 
implies relatedness, since two works are usually cited frequently together when they are 
related to each other. A similarity link is constructed between two documents when their 
vector cosine similarity is over a user-defined threshold. Similarity links have proven to 
useful for text summarization (Erkan and Radev, 2004), but their effectiveness in the 
setting of clustering is still unclear.  
We conducted clustering experiments on ten data sets with three different types of link 
information, including one set from DBLP[1], two from Wikipedia, two from CORA[15], 
one in WebKB (http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~webkb/), and four others using similarity link 
information (TDT2_10, LATimes10, 20NG, and Reuters10). Moreover, we evaluate the 
similarity link effects on linkage-based datasets: WebKB, CORA and DBLP. We also 
construct a merged dataset containing different types of link information to explore the 
joint effects of the link information in clustering documents. In particular, we completed 
the following comparative studies: (1) link-based clustering using explicit, implicit, or 
pseudo links vs. content-based clustering; (2) pure link-based clustering vs. pure content-
content-based clustering; (3) uniform priors vs. empirical priors; (4) the effects of 
neighborhoods; and (5) the effects of thresholding and scaling. Our findings about link-
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link-based clustering using MRL-RL method include: (1) link-based clustering 
performance is significantly better than content-based clustering; (2) similarity links have 
very positive effects on link-based datasets but almost no effects on non-link-based 
newswire datasets; (3) co-citation links are as important as citation links in improving 
clustering quality; (4) different link types affect clustering differently; (5) Wikipedia 
linkage has significant positive effects in document clustering on a large dataset with very 
dense linkage; (6) uniform priors are better than empirical priors for clustering; (7) out-
out-neighbors of a document have more impacts on clustering than in-neighbors; and (8) 
thresholding and scaling have negative or neutral effects on clustering.  
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes related work. 
Section 4.3 shows the proposed method. In section 4.4 and 4.5, the data sets are 
introduced and the experimental settings are defined, respectively. We then present and 
discuss experimental results in section 4.6. Section 4.7 concludes the chapter. 
4.2 An MRL-RL–based Graph Learning algorithm 
4.2.1 The Basic Model 
Pelkowitz (1990) develops an algorithm for labeling a Markov Random Field defined on 
an arbitrary finite graph. Later on, it was applied to text classification by Chakrabarti et al 
(1998). We use the generative model from Chakrabarti et al. (1998) to describe the link-
link-based document clustering process. Let  nidD i ,...,2,1,   be a document set and 
jie   be the directed links from id  to jd ; let )(DG  be the graph defined by these 
documents and links, and let )(GAA   be the associated adjacency matrix: 
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1 ijij } where a{aA  if jie   exists and 0ija  if it doesn’t. Let }{ iT   represent the 
the entire collection of text corresponding to D . Each i  is a sequence of 
 ii niw ,..,2,1|   tokens where in  is the number of tokens of i ; let }{ icC   be the set of 
set of class assignments for the entire collection D . Assuming that there is a probability 
distribution for collection D , we choose a class assignment C such that  TGC ,|Pr  is 
the maximum, which constitutes a Bayesian classifier. As  TG,Pr  is not a function of C, 
C, it is sufficient to choose a C to maximize    CCTG Pr|,Pr . 
    
   
 TG
CCTG
TG
CTGTGC
,Pr
Pr|,Pr
,Pr
 ,,Pr,|Pr   (4.1)
where   ).Pr()|,Pr(,Pr CCTGTG
C
   
All documents with direct inlinks/outlinks from/to document id  are considered as 
its immediate in-neighbors/out-neighbors. All immediate in- and out- neighbors of 
document id  are its immediate neighbors. Without explicit explanation, in this article, a 
document’s neighborhood is its immediate document neighbors. 
A usual Bayesian classifier is then employed to update a document’s class label 
based on its immediate neighbors’ class labels, such that ic  is chosen to maximize 
 ii Nc |Pr , where iN  represents all the known class labels of the neighbor documents of 
id . Similarly, since  iNPr  is not a function of ic , maximizing  ii Nc |Pr  is equal to 
maximizing  
   iii ccN Pr|Pr . (4.2)
Thus, when we assume there is no direct coupling between the texts of a document 
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and the classes of its neighbors, equation 4.1 can be rewritten as: 
         CCTCNCCTG Pr|Pr|PrPr|,Pr  . (4.3)
In equation 4.2, iN can be further decomposed into in-neighbors iI and out-
neighbors iO . A class prior  icPr is the frequency of class ic from content-based 
clustering results. Notice that  icPr  is not a true prior, as there is no true class label for 
text clustering. So using empirical  icPr  from the content-based clustering process may 
distort the clustering results. This problem will be further discussed in the experimental 
section. Given the class label of the current document, it is assumed that all the neighbor 
class labels (including in-neighbors and out neighbors) are independent of each other (as 
seen in equation 4.4).  
   
         ikij Od kiikId ijiji
iii
ecceccc
ccN
,|Pr,|PrPr
Pr|Pr
 
(4.4) 
4.2.2 Iterative Relaxation Labeling 
The term relaxation labeling (RL) refers to a class of algorithms for assigning a state or 
label to each vertex in a graph, by iterating a transformation until a fixed point is reached 
(Pelkowitz, 1990). The transformation must be local in the sense that the output at a 
given vertex depends only on the input at that vertex and its neighbors (Pelkowitz, 1990). 
The RL can be either continuous or discrete. In discrete relaxation, such as link-based 
document clustering, we begin by assigning an initial label to each vertex in the graph. At 
each iteration, these labels are modified until a stable configuration is reached. The next 
step is to define a classifier to label a document based on its content and the class labels 
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of its neighbors. We assume there is no direct coupling between the text of the current 
document and the class labels of its neighbors. This assumption can be expressed using  
equation 4.5.  
     iiiiiii ccNcN |Pr|Pr|,Pr    (4.5)
      

Pr|Pr|Prlogmaxarg iii Nc  (4.6)
Following our previous discussion, a classifier can be defined using equation 4.6, 
where   is a dummy class label variable for ic . In other words, a document’s class label 
is determined by choosing a class prior  Pr , content   |Pr i , and neighbors’ class labels 
 |Pr iN . The initial class label assignment is simply the output of a content-based 
clustering such as spherical k-means using the TF–IDF vector cosine similarity measure. 
Each document is iteratively labeled based on its neighbors’ class labels of the previous 
iteration, using equation 4.6, until there is no change of label assignments or a predefined 
iteration number is reached.  
4.2.3 Content-based Clustering 
Content-based clustering (based on documents’ text content only) is part of MRF-RL 
link-based clustering since: (1) the initialization of link-based clustering is based on a 
content-based clustering; (2) MRF-RL clusters documents based on both link and content 
information (see term  ii c|Pr   in equation 4.6).  
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Algorithm: Model-based K-Means  
Input: dataset },...,{ 1 nddD   and model structure  kccC ,...,1 , where jc  is the set of 
parameters for model j  and C  is the set of all parameters. Each model represents a 
cluster. 
Output: Trained models C  and a partition of the data samples given by the cluster 
identity vector },...1{y },,...,{ i1 kyyY n  . 
Steps: 
1. Initialization: initlize cluster identity vector Y . 
 
2. Model reestimation: for each cluster j , let  jydD iij  | , the  parameters of 
each model jc  are reestimated as    jDdcj cdc |Prlogmaxarg ; 
3. Sample reassignment: for each data sample id , set  ji
j
i cdy |Prlogmaxarg ; 
4. Stop if a predefined number of iterations is reached, or if Y  does not change, 
otherwise go to step 2. 
Figure 4.1 Model-based k-means.   
 
Theoretically, any content-based clustering algorithms can be used for the 
initialization of MRF-RL link-based document clustering. However, when estimating the 
probability of term  ii c|Pr   (see equation 4.5), for a complete probabilistic approach, it 
it is natural to employ a probabilistic model (instead of other non-probabilistic methods 
like spherical k-means). The model-based partitional clustering is a generalized version 
of the standard k-means (Zhong and Ghosh 2003). The model-based k-means algorithm 
(figure 4.1) assumes that there are k parameterized models, one for each cluster. jc
denotes the parameters of the j-th model. All models are assumed from the same family, 
for example, the family of exponential distributions. The algorithm iterates between a 
model reestimation step 3 and a sample reassignment step 4. The maximum likelihood 
(ML) assignment is applied for the latter step. The implementation of cluster model 
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estimation depends on the word’s distribution assumption made on the dataset. Zhong 
and Ghosh (2003) compared several common generative models for document clustering 
and found out that the multinomial model consistently outperformed the multivariate 
Bernoulli model. For this reason, we choose a multinomial model for evaluation.  
In practice, the log likelihood of document id  generated by the j-th multinomial 
cluster model is: 
    )|Pr(log),()|Pr(log 


Vw
jiji cwdwccd , (4.7)
where ),( dwc  denotes the frequency count of word w in document id , and V denotes the 
vocabulary. The problem remains to estimate parameters )|Pr( jcw  for the cluster model. 
The parameter estimation of multinomial models is as simple as counting word frequency 
in the cluster. However, one has to smooth the model in order to prevent zero probability. 
Our previous studies (Zhang et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2007) show that smoothing 
techniques have a big impact on model-based document clustering algorithms. 
Background collection smoothing constantly outperforms Laplacian smoothing, in that 
Laplacian is only used for avoiding zero probability, whereas background smoothing 
considers a word either generated from one of the k cluster models )|Pr( jcw  or from the 
background collection model )|Pr( Bw  (4.8).  
 )|Pr()|Pr()1()|Pr( Bwcwcw jsmoothedj   , (4.8)
where ]1,0[  is the tuning parameter, jc represents the j-th cluster model, and B  
represents the background collection model. Therefore, the term )|Pr( jcw  in equation 
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4.7 is replaced by smoothedjcw )|Pr( . Specially,   allows us to input our knowledge about 
the noise (stop words) in the data. If we know the text data is verbose, then we should set 
  to a high value, whereas if the data is concise and mostly content-bearing keywords, 
then we need to set   to a smaller value. Besides, eith model-based k-means, we apply 
spherical k-means using TF–IDF scheme for content-based clustering, a well-known 
algorithm used in the text mining domain. We compare the link-based clustering results 
using both schemes of k-means in our experiments. 
Algorithm: Link-based K-Means  
Input: dataset },...,{ 1 nddD   and model structure  kccC ,...,1 , where jc  is 
the set of parameters for model j , and C  is the set of all parameters. Each model 
represents a cluster. 
Output: Trained models C  and a partition of the data samples given by the 
cluster identity vector },...1{y },,...,{ i1 kyyY n  . 
Steps: 
1. Repeat content-based clustering such as model-based k-means clustering 
(fig.1) until it reaches a fixed point. 
2. Initialize document assignment using the output class label assignment from 
step1 (content-based clustering).  
3a. Content model reestimation: for each cluster j , let  jydD iij  | , the  
parameters of each model jc are reestimated as 
    jDdcj cdc |Prlogmaxarg . 
3b. Link transition estimation: for each data sample id , let idc  be its class 
label; let  li ddN ...1  represent its neighbor documents and  li ddN ccC ...1  represent 
the corresponding class label assignment, we calculate the probility:     )label class its is,(|Pr
mim dimdd
cNdcc  . 
4. Sample Reassignment: for each data sample id , set   
      jjiji
j
i ccdcNy Pr|Pr|Prlogmaxarg .
 
5. Stop until a predefined iteration number is reached or if C does not change, 
otherwise go to step 3a. 
Figure 4.2  Link-based k-means 
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4.2.4 Link-based Clustering 
The proposed link-based clustering algorithm is described in figure 4.2. The entire 
clustering procedure is as follows. First, we run content-based clustering until it 
converges. Then, we take the output class assignments as the input of the iterative 
relaxation labeling process. Next, the class model based on the document contents is 
reestimated (step 3a). After that, the transition probability is reestimated based on class 
label neighborhood distribution (step 3b). This is as simple as counting the co-
occurrences (there are links between them) of every two class labels within the document 
network. Later on, the class label of each document is reestimated based on its neighbors’ 
class labels and its own content in step 4. Last, the algorithm stops if it reaches a fixed 
point or a predefined iteration number, otherwise it repeats model reestimation and 
relaxation labeling (steps 3 and 4). As shown in equation 4.4, the neighborhood of a given 
document is defined as its immediate in-neighbors and out-neighbors. In practice, the 
neighborhood definition can be more flexible. We may consider a radius-2 neighborhood, 
which can also include the neighbors of neighbors of a document. For instance, if we 
only consider the immediate out-neighbors of a document, equation 4.4 will be replaced 
using equation 4.9, by removing in-neighbor terms    ij Id ijij ecc ,|Pr  from equation 
4.4. But if we further include out-neighbors of out-neighbors of a document, then 
equation 4.9 can be rewritten as equation 4.10. We claim that the study of the effects of 
the neighborhood-ranges can give us a global picture of different link structures’ impacts 
on document clustering.   
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          ik Od kiikiiii ecccccN ,|PrPrPr|Pr ,     (4.9)
where document id ’s neighbors include its immediate out-neighbor kd .  
   
         klik Od lkilOd kiiki
iii
ecceccc
ccN
,|Pr,|PrPr
Pr|Pr
,
   (4.10)
where document id ’s neighbors include not only each immediate out-neighbor kd , 
but also each immediate out-neighbor ld  of kd .  
4.2.5 Issue of Convergence 
Chakrabarti et al (1998) explained that the RL algorithms can find a fixed point as long as 
the initialization confirms the link structure. However, the optimization of an 
initialization itself should be an active research topic, especially for clustering. In our 
experiments, our algorithm converged for most of the runs. For some runs, the algorithm 
did not converge, but the number of changing labels was decreased to a very small 
digit—usually less than 10, after 10 iterations. For clustering documents of over 1000, 
this is acceptable.  
4.3 Data Sets  
4.3.1 WebKB4 
The WebKB4 dataset contains web pages about university computer science departments. 
There are around 8,300 documents, and they are divided into seven categories: student, 
faculty, staff, course, project, department, and other. There are around 11,000 hyperlinks 
between these documents. Among these seven categories, student, faculty, course, and 
project are the four most populous entity-representing categories. The associated subset is 
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typically called WebKB4 (table 4.1). For each document, the HTML tags are removed, 
because these tags have negative effects on content-based clustering.  
4.3.2 Wiki73 and Wiki5 
Wikipedia is currently one of the largest knowledge repositories on the Web. One can 
hope to utilize the large amount of hyperlinks in Wikipedia to enhance traditional text 
mining. We create our datasets using a Wikipedia snapshot from November 5, 2005. The 
dataset is parsed by the perl script, Wikiprep (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007). This 
set contains nearly 910,000 articles and 30,000 categories. The average of inlinks in each 
article is 27.26. We choose those categories containing more than 400 and less than 1200 
documents. We further remove categories containing birth or death, or calendar year 
specific categories such as “1939 birth,” because it is difficult to distinguish 1939 birth 
from 1940 birth. The final list consists of 73 categories (see Appendix) and 38,216 
documents in total. There are 130,334 links between these documents. Each document 
has an average of 3.4 links pointing to it. Most of these categories are about geographic 
location, such as “cities in Missouri,” or human beings, such as “African American 
musicians.” These Wikipedia categories have the following characteristics: (1) some of 
these categories are closely related; (2) the documents are connected through Wikipedia 
title terms; (3) they can be falsely grouped into the same cluster based on just content. 
Therefore, we expect the anchor text linkages between these documents will be helpful in 
improving clustering quality. Note that we only consider the inner linkages, that is, the 
links within Wikipedia. In addition, we randomly select five of these categories to 
compose a small dataset containing 3,312 documents, including Roman catholics 
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(category ID: 53), rock music groups (234), drama films (247), American musicians 
(1629), and American writers (2695). There are 4,871 links between these documents. 
We have the following reasons to use both a large dataset and a small dataset: (1) 
Wikipedia is a special dataset in that each article contains many concept terms (anchor 
texts) that are either the other documents’ title terms or body text terms, therefore these 
links may not be a strong indication of relatedness; (2) we suspect the links in a small 
dataset have less impact than on a larger dataset.  
4.3.3 CORA—CORA7 and CORA18 
Cora (McCallum et al. 1999) is an online archive of computer science research papers. 
The archive was built automatically using a combination of smart spidering, information 
extraction, and statistical text classification from online papers in postscript format. These 
papers are then categorized into a Yahoo-like topic hierarchy with approximately 30,000 
papers and over 1 million links to roughly 200,000 distinct documents. We selected two 
subsets of the Cora database: all seven classes under the machine learning category 
(CORA7) and all eighteen classes under the artificial intelligence category (CORA18), 
which includes CORA7 (table 4.1). 
4.3.4 TDT2_10, LATimes10, Reuters10, and 20NG 
Pseudo link-based clustering experiments are conducted on four datasets: TDT2, 
LATimes (from TREC), Reuters-21578, and 20 Newsgroups (20NG). The TDT2 corpus 
has 100 document classes, each of which reports a major news event. LATimes news is 
labeled with 21 unique section names, for example, Financial, Entertainment, Sports, 
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etcetera. Reuters-21578 contains 21578 documents covering 135 economic subcategories. 
The 20 Newsgroup dataset is collected from 20 different Usenet newsgroups, 1,000 
articles from each. We selected 7,094 documents in TDT2 that have a unique class label, 
18,547 documents with just a unique label from the top ten sections of the LA Times, 
9467 documents from the top 20 categories of Reuters-21578 by excluding documents 
with multiple labels, and all 19,997 documents in 20 Newsgroups. The ten classes 
selected from TDT2 are 20001, 20015, 20002, 20013, 20070, 20044, 20076, 20071, 
20012, and 20023. The ten sections selected from LA Times are Entertainment, Financial, 
Foreign, Late Final, Letters, Metro, National, Sports, Calendar, and View. The twenty 
classes from Reuters are the top twenty categories: earn, acq, crude, trade, money-fx, 
interest, money-supply, ship, sugar, coffee gold, gnp, cpi, cocoa, jobs, copper, reserves, 
grain, alum, and ipi. All 20 classes of 20NG are selected for testing. 
4.3.5 DBLP3 
The DBLP3 [1] dataset includes approximately 16,000 scientific publications chosen 
from the DBLP database including three categories: “Database” (DB), “Machine 
Learning” (ML), and “Theory.” These papers are labeled based on the conference where 
they were published. We use a paper title as document content and coauthorship 
information as an undirected link between documents (table 4.1). 
4.3.6 A Merged Dataset of WebKB4, CORA7, and DBLP3 
We put all the documents from WebKB4, CORA7, and DBLP3 together to make a 
merged dataset. We want to test how different types of links affect each other. Moreover, 
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we want to test whether link effects dominate the performance when there are many 
articles from similar categories from different datasets. For example, all seven categories 
of CORA7 and one category from DBLP3 are about machine learning.  
 
Table 4.1 Link Datasets 
Datasets # of classes # of docs #of links 
WebkB4 4 4190 10941 
Wiki73 73 38216 130334 
Wiki5 5 3350 4871 
CORA7 7 4263 33359 
CORA18 18 10811 77068 
DBLP3 3 16809 359232 
 
 
4.4 Experimental Settings 
4.4.1 Evaluation Methodology 
Cluster quality is evaluated by three extrinsic measures: F-score (Zhao and Karypis 
2001), purity (Zhao and Karypis 2001), and normalized mutual information (NMI). F-
score combines the information of precision and recall, which is extensively applied in 
information retrieval, with values falling in [0, 1]; and the larger the value is, the better 
the cluster quality. Purity assumes that all samples of a cluster are predicted to be 
members of the actual dominant class for that cluster. NMI is defined as the mutual 
information between the cluster assignments and a preexisting labeling of the dataset 
normalized by the arithmetic mean of the maximum possible entropies of the empirical 
marginals, that is, 
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     2/loglog
;,
ck
YXIYXNMI  , 
(4.11)
where X is a random variable for cluster assignments, Y is a random variable for the 
preexisting labels on the same data, k is the number of clusters, c is the number of 
preexisting classes, and  YXI ;  denotes the mutual information between X and Y. 
Another NMI definition (Strehl et al. 2000) uses geometric means as the denominator in 
equation 4.11. However, in our experiment, a good result can be achieved even if most of 
documents are clustered into a few classes using geometric means. Therefore, we use an 
arithmetic mean. NMI ranges from 0 to 1. The bigger the NMI, the higher the quality of 
the clustering is. NMI is better than other common extrinsic measures such as purity in 
the sense that it does not necessarily increase when the number of clusters increases.  
4.4.2 SETTINGS 
Number of Clusters.  For all experiments, the number of clusters is set to the same as the 
number of ground-truth classes of each dataset. For example, the number of clusters for 20 
Newsgroups is set to 20. We further assume each cluster contains only one class.  
Similarity/Pseudo links.  For datasets such as 20 Newsgroup and Reuters that do not have 
explicit links, we construct a similarity link between every two documents if their word 
vector-based cosine similarity is over a predefined similarity threshold. In this study, we 
assume two documents are considered similar if the cosine value is greater than and equal to 
0.4.  
Features.  The text features representing each article are white-space-separated word 
tokens. We remove terms that are too general, by applying Rijsbergen’s stop word list (318 
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words), or too specific (appearing in fewer than five documents). For spherical k-means, the 
feature vector for each document uses a TF–IDF scheme. We do not choose TF or 
normalized TF, since TF–IDF has a constant better performance on document clustering than 
that of TF and normalized TF (Zhang et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2007a).  
 
Table 4.2 Clustering Schemes 
Schemes Explanation 
spk_tfidf Spherical k-means using TF–IDF 
spk_tfidf_l Link k-means using spk_tfidf for initialization 
mk_bkg  Model-based k-means using background smoothing  
mk_bkg_l Link k-means using mk_bkg smoothing for initialization 
      
Tested schemes.  In the following sections, we evaluate the performance of the 
spherical k-means, model based k-means, and link-based k-means based on these two 
types of k-means. As discussed in our previous work (Zhang et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 
2007a), spherical k-means using the TF–IDF (Term frequency–inverse document 
frequency: spk_tfidf) scheme always has the best performance, compared to TF (Term 
Frequency) and NormTF (normalized term frequency) schemes. It is also slightly better 
than model-based k-means (mk_bkg), in that spherical k-means using TF–IDF is more 
aggressive in discounting the effects of general terms than that of background smoothing 
(Zhang et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2007a). Similarly, we find link-based k-means using the 
outputs of spherical k-means TF–IDF scheme (spherical link-based k-means: spk_tfidf_l) 
has the best performance on most of the datasets. Therefore, if not explicitly mentioned, 
we use it as the basic scheme. Table 4.2 shows the explanations of these scheme symbols. 
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Paremeter setting. The coefficient of background smoothing in model-based k-means 
clustering (mk_bkg) is set to 0.5 in this study, which means the probability of a word of a 
given document being generated from one of k class models is 50% and from a 
background collection model is also 50%. It has been shown that setting the coefficient to 
0.5 helps achieve better results than that of Laplacian smoothing (Zhang et al. 2006; Zhou 
et al. 2007a). Therefore, in this study, we have the 0.5 setting for all datasets. As the 
result of k-means clustering varies with the initialization, we run it ten times with random 
initializations and take the average as the result. During the comparative experiment, each 
run has the same initialization values. 
Significance level illustration. In the following experimental result tables and figures, 
the symbols ** and * indicate the change is significance according to the paired-sample 
T-test at the level of p<0.01 and p<0.05, respectively. In terms of neighborhood settings, 
unless explicitly mentioned, a document’s neighborhood is its immediate in- and out-
neighbors. We use the dragon toolkit (Zhou et al. 2007d) to implement the corresponding 
algorithms and experiments.  
 
4.5 Experimental Results and Analysis 
4.5.1 Evaluation of Explicit Links Effects 
Hyperlinks 
 
WebKB4. We choose WebKB4 to examine the effects of hyperlinks because it is in fact 
vivid web community (computer science departments) where web pages from different 
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classes are interwoven together. As shown in table 4.3, the improvement of link-based k-
k-means over spherical k-means is evaluated as significant by three evaluation 
measures—F-score, purity, and NMI, whereas the improvement of mk_bkg_l over 
is trivial. But, we also notice that the performance of mk_bkg is much better than that of 
spk_tfidf, and very close to that of spk_tfidf_l. This indicates that the improvement of 
hyperlink-based k-means over content-based clustering is dependent on the performance 
content-based clustering. Furthermore, this can also arise from the fact that the link graph 
of WebKB4 is sparse (see table 4.1), and therefore the influence of linkage on clustering 
limited. However, the limited links still improve clustering significantly for one 
method. Hyperlinks contain the most complicated patterns among the three compared 
types because there are no strict requirements on the links. Here is a helpful example to 
explain this. The content of a student’s homepage can be very close to a professor’s if 
have similar interests. Based only on content-based clustering, they are in the same 
such as a faculty cluster. However if the student’s homepage also connects with many 
students’ homepages, it can be assigned to a student cluster. 
 
Table 4.3  WebKB4 link-based vs. content-based clustering 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_l change mk_bkg mk_bkg_l change
F-score 0.485 0.524 +7%* 0.672 0.679 +1% 
Purity 0.663 0.693 +4%* 0.687 0.690 +0% 
NMI 0.328 0.367 +11%** 0.371 0.375 +0% 
 
Wiki73 and Wiki5.  Wikipedia as a web-based encyclopedia displays some special 
features other than the types of link structure such as internal links. Internal links mean 
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explicit hyperlinks within Wikipedia. Documents are interwoven with each other by the 
links that the anchor texts are attached to. These anchor texts can be either very general 
terms such as “statistics” or special ones such as “multinomial distribution.” Therefore, 
linkage between two documents is not necessarily a strong indication of similarity. 
However, if there are a large amount of documents sharing a number of anchor texts, 
links may help improve clustering. Therefore, we conduct experiments on the two Wiki 
datasets containing 5 classes and 73 classes, respectively.  
 
Table 4.4 Wikipedia link-based (73 classes) vs. content-based clustering 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_l change mk_bkg mk_bkg_l change 
F-score 0.220 0.258 +17.3%** 0.211 0.244 +15.6%**
Purity 0.242 0.297 +22.7%** 0.261 0.311 +19.2%**
NMI 0.320 0.412 +28.4%** 0.343 0.429 +25.1%**
 
Table 4.5 Wikipedia link-based (5 classes) vs. content-based clustering 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_l change mk_bkg mk_bkg_l change 
F-score 0.597 0.619 +4% 0.653 0.654 +0% 
Purity 0.661 0.673 +2% 0.690 0.694 +0% 
NMI 0.513 0.523 +2% 0.520 0.527 +1%* 
        
In table 4.4, the inner links among Wikipedia articles are very helpful in improving 
content-based clustering and the best performance is achieved using the mk_bkg scheme. 
All the improvements are statistically significant with P<.01. This finding implies that 
links are helpful in distinguishing Wikipedia documents when their content is very 
to each other, which is also very indicative to other applications such as text 
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The findings on the small dataset (see table 4.5) show that the performance of link-based 
clustering is only a little bit better and is not significant.  
By examining two types of hyperlinks, we find that hyperlinks have very positive 
impacts in improving the clustering performance. It can also depend on the particular 
classes that were chosen—if class content is very well-separated, one would expect link 
information to be less important. Since we observe the improvement, it means the class 
content is not well classified. And this is reasonably true for plenty of Wikipedia articles. 
Citaton Links 
In table 4.6 and 4.7, citation link-based k-means significantly outperforms spherical k-
means clustering and model-based k-means clustering (mk_bkg). For example, spk_tfidf_l 
has a 15% performance increase over spk_tfidf on CORA7 and a 17% on CORA18. For 
both datasets, spherical citation link-based k-means (spk_tfidf_L) has the best performance. 
Moreover, note that the performance of mk_bkg is worse than spk_tfidf on both datasets, 
and the same pattern holds for their corresponding link-based k-means. This infers that the 
improvement is dependent on not only the citation links, but also on the output of the 
corresponding content-based clustering. Compared to hyperlinks, citation links are more 
helpful in improving content-based clustering performance. This can result from the fact 
that citation links usually have a stronger indication of relatedness than hyperlinks, since a 
scientific paper is usually serious about their choice of references and these references are 
often related to each other. For example, an author usually conducts a literature review of 
related works before presenting his/her own idea. 
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Table 4.6 CORA7 link-based vs. content-based clustering 
 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_l change mk_bkg mk_bkg_l change 
F-score 0.607 0.647 +6%** 0.472 0.521 +9%** 
Purity 0.614 0.656 +6%** 0.528 0.568 +7%** 
NMI 0.379 0.448 +15%** 0.267 0.331 +19%** 
                                                                    
Table 4.7 CORA18 link-based vs. content-based clustering 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_l change mk_bkg mk_bkg_l change 
F-score 0.467 0.521 +10%** 0.404 0.441 +8%** 
Purity 0.520 0.583 +11%** 0.466 0.509 +8%** 
NMI 0.384 0.462 +17%** 0.348 0.401 +14%** 
 
4.5.2 Evaluation of Implicit Link Effects 
Coauthorship links 
Table 4.8 shows the experimental results of implicit link-based (coauthorship) clustering. 
Compared to other link types, coauthorship link-based k-means clustering achieves a very 
significant improvement over its corresponding content-based clustering. Compared to 
that of hyperlinks and citation links, the improvement is the biggest. For example, the 
NMI score dramatically grows from 0.310 (spk_tfidf) to 0.677, a 54% increase. On one 
hand, an author tends to write papers on related topics and therefore the linkage can be a 
strong indication of similarity. On the other hand, the only content information for the 
DBLP dataset is the document titles, and therefore the links can play a bigger role in the 
clustering process.  
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Table 4.8 DBLP 3 link-based vs. content-based clustering 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_l change mk_bkg mk_bkg_l change 
F-score 0.718 0.908 +21%** 0.719 0.855 +16%** 
Purity 0.733 0.910 +19%** 0.733 0.860 +15%** 
NMI 0.310 0.677 +54%** 0.338 0.600 +44%** 
 
Co-citation links  
A link is built between two documents if they are cited by the same document. In this 
way, we construct a new graph matrix for WebKB4, CORA7, and CORA18, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.3  Co-citation link-based clustering. Evaluation measure: NMI. “tfidf”: 
spherical k-means. “tfidf_l”: link-based clustering using original links. “tfidf_l_co”: co-
citation link-based clustering. 
 In Figure 4.3, we see co-citation link-based clustering achieves a significantly better 
performance than the baseline spherical k-means content-based clustering by T-test. The 
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results are very comparable to the original link-based clustering. For both the WebKB4 
Wiki73 datasets, the best performance is attained using co-citation links, and the result is 
found to be more statistically significant than original hyperlink-based clustering. This 
implies that co-citation links are very helpful in improving the quality of hyperlink-based 
clustering. As mentioned earlier, WebKB4 contains relatively sparse links between 
documents. Co-citation links build more useful connections between documents and thus 
help improve clustering performance. 
Table 4.9 Link-based clustering on the merged dataset 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_lchange mk_bkgmk_bkg_l change 
F-score 0.420 0.427 +1.7% 0.245 0.405 +65%** 
Purity 0.576 0.506 -12%**0.551 0.518 -6% 
NMI 0.322 0.318 -1.2% 0.317 0.320 +0.9% 
 
4.5.3 Evaluation of the Joint Effects of Explicit and Implicit Links 
Experiments for different collections using the same type of links were carried out to 
check whether the conclusions are consistent across different collections. The effect of 
co-authorship links, for example, could be valid for DBLP and not for another domain. 
Furthermore, we aim to evaluate whether links still improve clustering when several datasets 
share similar documents. Therefore, we build a dataset containing all the documents and 
linkage information from WebKB4, CORA7, and DBLP3.  
 Theoretically, similar documents should be assigned to one category. For example, 
DBLP3 consists of many database and machine learning papers that CORA7 covers. Both 
datasets may share common information with the web community WebKB4. However, as 
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shown in table 4.9, the link information does not greatly improve content-based clustering on 
the merged dataset. Since each of the three types of links has very positive effects on its 
dataset, we can infer that the documents with similar contents from different datasets impose 
negative impact in the RL process. Furthermore, as mentioned above, there should be class 
label mapping schemes between different datasets, since it might not be proper to use the 
original class label of documents to evaluate the performance.   
4.5.4 Evaluation of Similarity Link Effects 
In this section, we test the impact on text clustering applications. The findings can be 
very indicative for clustering documents without explicit (citation) linkage and implicit 
(coauthorship) linkage information. In this experiment, we build similarity links between 
the text content (vector of words) of two documents if their cosine content similarity 
threshold is greater or equal to 0.4.     
Table 4.10 Similarity link-based vs. content-based clustering 
 Purity NMI 
 spk_tfidf spk_tfidf_lchangespk_tfidfspk_tfidf_l change 
TDT2 0.895 0.891 -0%* 0.726 0.719 -1%* 
Reuters 0.513 0.516 +1% 0.514 0.517 +1% 
LATimes 0.459 0.468 +2%** 0.344 0.357 +4%** 
20NG 0.525 0.526 +0% 0.548 0.550 +0% 
WebKB4 0.663 0.693 +5%* 0.328 0.368 +12%** 
CORA7 0.614 0.632 +3%** 0.379 0.399 +5%** 
DBLP3 0.733 0.765 +4%** 0.310 0.383 +19%** 
        
 In table 4.10, we compare similarity link-based clustering with content-based 
clustering on seven datasets. Although we tried similarity link-based clustering on 
we got “out of memory error” for most of the documents with content similarity over 0.4. 
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Considering there are about 600 million similarity links of Wiki73, it is not practical to 
them for clustering. Note that similarity link-based k-means clustering on the four 
newswire datasets performs very similarly to content-based k-means, with slight 
improvements on the LATimes. This is consistent with our observation that only a small 
number of documents’ labels were changed for each run on four datasets. Therefore, these 
label changes do not have a big enough impact on affecting the clustering results.  
 Besides newswire datasets, we also perform the same experiments on datasets having 
linkage information, including WebKB4, CORA7, and DBLP3. Although we do not use 
the original linkage, but the similarity link information, we still observe a significant 
performance increase on all three datasets. The performance on WebKB4 dataset is even 
comparable to that using hyperlink information. As similarity links cause no significant 
performance increase on the newswire dataset, we suspect there may be some 
between the similarity links and the human links, which helps achieve a better clustering 
quality. We find that similarity links of WebKB4, CORA7, and DBLP3 have a 9%, 8%, 
2% link overlapping rate with the original links, respectively. Although the overlapping is 
small compared to the total number of links, it still can affect clustering significantly. In 
fact, we conduct an experiment in a later section and find that they do have a very similar 
performance increase, compared to that of the corresponding content-based clustering, 
when using just human links with their corresponding contents similarity over threshold 
0.4 (although the improvement is very small compared to that using all links). Therefore, 
this finding gives us an indication that we can expect a performance increase using 
similarity links on a link-based dataset, when the similarity links have enough 
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with human links. It also shows that most links among documents of the three link-based 
datasets are not very strong indications of similarity. And the RL-based clustering is 
on the link pattern instead of just links inferring content similarity. 
Table 4.11 Neighborhood settings 
Symbol Explanation 
I Immediate in-neighbors only 
O Immediate out-neighbors only 
I_O Immediate in-neighbors and Immediate out-neighbors 
II Immediate in-neighbors and their in-neighbors 
IO Immediate in-neighbors and their out-neighbors 
OO Immediate out-neighbors and their out-neighbors 
OI Immediate out-neighbors and their in-neighbors 
II_O II and Immediate out-neighbors 
IO_O IO and Immediate out-neighbors 
I_OI Immediate in-neighbors and OI 
I_OO Immediate in-neighbors and OO 
II_OO II and OO 
IO_OO IO and OO 
II_OI II and OI 
IO_OI IO and OI 
 
4.5.6 Evaluation of Neighborhood Effects 
Originally, MRL theory is built on undirected graphs. However, if a directed link is taken 
an undirected link, then this link will be double-counted in the iteration labeling process. 
Moreover, a document’s out-neighbors may have different impacts on clustering than its 
in-neighbors. Take a citation network as an example: a document’s out-neighbors should 
be considered more important than its in-neighbors, because an author of a scientific 
paper usually cites related theory papers while his or her paper can be cited by other 
applied science papers on different topics. Therefore, we differentiate a document’s out-
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out-neighbors from its in-neighbors. Furthermore, we explore the radius-2 
effects. We argue that this comparison of different neighborhoods can be very indicative 
both text clustering and other related applications. 
 As shown in table 4.11, we present fifteen different neighborhood settings with I_O 
as the default setting (see equation 4.2). Among these settings, there are three radius-1 
neighborhood settings: I, O, and I_O; the remaining are radius-2 neighborhood settings. 
 
Figure 4.4 WebKB4: neighborhood effects on link-based clustering. Evaluation 
measure: NMI. Please refer to table 4.11 for the neighborhood symbols. 
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Figure 4.5 Wiki73: neighborhood effects on link-based clustering. Evaluation 
measure: NMI. Please refer to table 4.11 for the neighborhood symbols. 
 
Hyperlinks (Explicit) 
On WebKB4 (figure 4.4), neighborhood settings including the immediate out-neighbor, 
and their expansions (O, OO, and I_OO) have a slightly better performance than that of 
other settings. We also observe that all neighborhood settings are significantly better than 
spherical k-means using TF–IDF scheme (spk_tfidf), and no one setting is significantly 
better than the others. This can be due to the trade-off between in- and out-neighbors and 
the relatively sparse connectivity of the WEBKB4 dataset. 
 For Wiki73 (Fig. 4.5), we observe the worst performance when expanding in-
in-neighbors such as II and IO. Using just out-neighbors (O) is better than using just in-
in-neighbors (I). The baseline I_O setting achieves a rather good result (0.426) compared 
to the other settings. We observe a better performance from the baseline setting I_O when 
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expanding out-neighbors such as OO, OI, and I_OI. The II_OI setting attains the best 
result. These findings infer that out-neighbors, or the expansion of out-neighbors, are 
important in improving text clustering than expanding just in-neighbors or using just in-
in-neighbors.  
 
Figure 4.6 CORA7: neighborhood effects on link-based clustering. The evaluation 
metric is NMI. Please refer to table 4.11 for the neighborhood symbols.  
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Figure 4.7 CORA18: neighborhood effects on link-based clustering. The 
evaluation metric is NMI. Please refer to table 11 for the neighborhood symbols 
 
Citation Links (Explicit) 
In figure 4.6 and 4.7, the results’ pattern is very similar to the discovery on the Wikipedia 
dataset. For immediate in-neighbors (I) only or immediate out-neighbors (O) only, link-
based k-means clustering achieves very comparable results to that of I_O. Furthermore, 
the results are better with just O than with just I. One main reason could be that a paper 
usually cites related papers, although it can be cited by many other papers from various 
topics. We also find that OO, OI, I_OO, and I_OI have much better performance than II, 
IO, II_O, and IO_O. This shows that expanding a document’s immediate out-neighbors is 
more helpful than expanding its in-neighbors, for document clustering. The inclusion of 
out-neighbors of its immediate in-neighbors (IO, IO_O, and IO_OO) is the worst scheme. 
For other radius-2 settings including II_OO, IO_OO, and IO_OI, note that there are 
compensations between in-neighbors and out-neighbors, and the results are comparable 
to the baseline settings (I_O). 
Table 4.12 DBLP3 neighborhood effects 
 spk_tfidf_L_O spk_tfidf_L_OO Change 
Fscore 0.908 0.883 -2%* 
Purity 0.910 0.887 -2%* 
NMI 0.677 0.633 -7%** 
 
Coauthorship Links (Implicit) 
Since a coauthorship graph is an undirected graph, all immediate neighbors of a 
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are treated as its immediate out-neighbors (O). Similarly, OO is used to represent a 
document’s immediate neighbors and its immediate expansions. In table 4.12, The O 
setting outperforms OO in all three metrics. This indicates that including the radius-2 
expansion on a coauthorship graph has no positive impacts. One reason could be that 
expanding the collaborators’ connections can easily cross topics and domains. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Uniform priors vs. empirical priors. The dataset name ending with 
“_L_U” means link-based clustering using uniform priors, and the dataset name ending 
with “_L_E” indicates link k-means using empirical priors. 
 
4.5.7 Uniform Priors vs. Empirical Priors 
Theoretically, according to the basic model in section 4.2, we should use empirical priors 
 icPr ) for RL, which are recalculated iteratively. However, there are no true priors to 
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on for text clustering. The initial document labels of link-based k-means are based on 
content-based clustering algorithms, which may contain much noise. Thus, empirical 
priors may hurt the performance of link-based clustering, and uniform priors may be a 
better choice. Therefore, we compare the performance of both priors. In figure 4.8, for 
link-based k-means with uniform priors and with empirical priors, there are no significant 
differences discovered using CORA7 and CORA18. However, with empirical prior, link-
link-based k-means performs significantly worse at P<0.05 than that with uniform priors 
on WebKB4 (-6 %*) and DBLP3 (-6 %*). This is consistent with our findings during the 
experiments. For instance, there are some clusters containing no documents for seven out 
of ten runs on a WebKB4 dataset. All these findings confirm that uniform priors provide a 
more stable performance than empirical priors for MRF plus RL in text clustering. 
Therefore, we employ link-based k-means clustering using uniform priors for all the 
experiments. 
4.5.8 Pure Link vs. Pure Content 
In previous experimental sections, we show that link-based clustering significantly 
improves traditional content-based clustering quality. However, to better understand link 
effects in document clustering, it should be helpful to answer the following three 
questions: What if we use random initialization instead of using the output of a content-
content-based clustering as initialization? What if we don’t use content information 
during the iterative labeling process? What if we first use link-based clustering and then 
use content-based clustering? For this purpose, we compare four link-based clustering 
schemes with spherical k-means clustering. In table 4.13, the symbol “spk_PLI” means 
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that it uses the output of spherical k-means as initialization and employs only link 
information during iterative labeling process. In this case, the text factor  ii c|Pr   in 
equation 4.6 is not considered during the iterative labeling process. In table 4.13, PLC 
indicates: randomly assign all documents to k desired clusters; one document must belong 
to just one cluster; and it uses both content and link information during model re-
re-estimation. PL: the initialization is the same as that of PLC; only link information is 
used for iterative labeling. PLC_SPK: we first used link-based clustering (PLC) and then 
used content-based clustering (spk_tfidf). 
 
Table 4.13 Pure link-based vs. content-based clustering. Spk_PLI: Spherical link-
based k-means clustering without using content info during iterative labeling process. 
PLC: Link-based clustering with random initialization. PL: Link-based clustering with 
random initialization and with only link information during iterative labeling process. 
PLC_SPK: Link-Then-Content 
 NMI 
Collection spk_tfidf Spk_PLI PLC PL PLC_spk 
WebKB4 0.328 0.066** 0.153** 0.015** 0.305 
Wiki73 0.320 0.264** 0.273** 0.012** 0.317 
CORA18 0.384 0.381** 0.209** 0.008** 0.372 
DBLP3 0.310 0.479** 0.138** 0.007** 0.264 
  
From the experimental results in table 4.13, using pure links with random 
initialization (PL) always has the worst performance. The results are easy to understand, 
in that links do not necessarily indicate document similarity. Spk_PLI performs very 
poorly on the WebKB4 dataset, which indicates that the complicated hyperlinked 
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structure of the dataset is not good for the relaxation labeling process. Using both links 
and contents, PLC performs much better than Spk_PLI but still not as well as that of 
spk_tfidf. Wiki73 has a rather close result to the baseline spk_tfidf scheme when using 
just links in the re-estimation step (Spk_PLI). The PLC on Wiki73 is even slightly better 
than spk_PLI. One reason could be that Wiki73 has much denser connections among 
documents. Another reason is specific to the Wikipedia environment—similar documents 
usually share similar in- or out-neighbors since these documents usually share many 
common anchor texts. Spk_PLI on CORA18 achieves very similar performance to 
content-based clustering. This shows that the more “careful” citation links, compared to 
the “noisier” hyperlinks, are good for the labeling optimization. Spk_PLI clustering on 
DBLP3 does have a big improvement over content-based clustering (+10% and +35%). 
One reason for this is that content-based clustering of DBLP3 is based on short document 
titles, and thus the very dense links have a bigger influence. Another reason is that 
coauthor links have a strong indication of closeness, which can be very useful in 
improving clustering. We also observe that the link information does not improve 
content-based clustering within link-then-content framework (PLC_spk).  
Without a good initialization, the link-based clustering (PLC) cannot attain as good a 
clustering quality as that of pure content-based clustering. The performance of link-based 
clustering (spk_PLI) is rather dependent on the link patterns, in the setting of using 
content-based clustering as initialization and not using content information during the 
model reestimation. Overall, the linkage alone is not helpful in improving document 
clustering.  
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4.5.9 Thresholding and Scaling Effects 
In this subsection, we evaluate how heuristics such as thresholding and scaling affect 
link-based document clustering. Thresholding is filtering out links between two 
documents whose similarity value is below a predefined threshold. The scaling strategy is 
to scale equation 4.5 using the similarity score between two documents, if there is a link 
between them: 
      jiiiii
c
i ScccNc
i
,Pr|Pr|Prlogmaxarg   , (4.12)
where jiS , is the similarity score between document i and its immediate neighbor 
document j.  
 The motivation behind these heuristics is to filter out “irrelevant” links and to 
emphasize the effects of “useful” links [1, 2, and 18]. However, we argue that improperly 
ignoring certain link information can cause information loss and therefore impose 
negative impacts to link-based clustering. Moreover, using heuristic scores, such as the 
weights between two documents, to scale the basic model may adversely affect the entire 
probabilistic model.  
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Figure 4.9 Thresholding effects. We set cosine similarity thresholds to 0, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.8 respectively. “0” means there is no thresholding. If the threshold is 
set to other values such as 0.5, the link-based clustering will not use links below the 
threshold. If the threshold is set to 0.5, links below 0.5 will be filtered out, and then the 
cosine similarity score will be used to scale the basic model 
 
In figure 4.9, we observe a sharp performance decrease when increasing the 
similarity thresholds on two citation datasets. The clustering performance drops about 
10% on both datasets, from thresholds 0.0 to 0.4. An even more apparent pattern is 
observed on the DBLP3 dataset. Increasing the threshold from 0.0 to 0.4 causes a huge 
drop (40%). This shows thresholding is not a good scheme for citation link and 
coauthorship link structures. One main reason is that the citation and coauthorship link 
structures contain very indicative reference relationships between documents, and 
therefore filtering out these links can easily lead to a serious information loss. Moreover, 
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note that thresholding has no significant influence on the WebKB4 dataset. These 
findings strongly indicate that ignoring links has negative or neutral impacts on document 
clustering. However, as discussed in the similarity link section, most of these filtering 
methods still cause a better performance than their corresponding content-based 
clustering. This means even a limited number of human links are helpful in improving 
clustering.  
 
Table 4.14 NMI score: The comparison between spk_tfidf_l and 
spk_tfidf_l_scaling without thresholding. 
 spk_tfidf_l spk_tfidf_l_scaling change 
CORA7 0.488 0.451 +0% 
CORA18 0.462 0.463 +0% 
DBLP3 0.677 0.623 -8%* 
WEBKB4 0.367 0.365 -0% 
 
To evaluate the scaling effects (see figure 4.10), experiments are conducted both 
with thresholding (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.8) and without thresholding (0). As shown 
in table 4.14, scaling without thresholding has significant negative impacts on DBLP3 
and neutral effects on the other three datasets. The result of scaling with thresholding is 
similar to using thresholding only (the performance curves of four datasets are almost the 
same as those of thresholding experiments (figure 4.9)). These results show that scaling is 
not a good strategy for improving link-based clustering. Moreover, thresholding and 
scaling tend to exaggerate the impact of the text similarity between documents, which 
inevitably hurts the influence of link patterns. However, thresholding and scaling could 
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be helpful for a not-well-structured “graph.” For example, using co-actor as a link 
between two movies gives very little indication of the connection between the two 
movies. In fact, this is not an issue of how links affect document clustering but an issue 
of how to construct a graph. The experiment results also confirm our claim that explicit 
and implicit linkage, which contain very valuable human knowledge, should not be 
filtered out. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Scaling effects. We set cosine similarity thresholds to 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4, 0.5, and 0.8 respectively. “0” means scaling the basic spherical link-based k-means 
(spk_tfidf_l) without thresholding. If the threshold is set to 0.5, links below 0.5 are 
filtered out; then the cosine similarity scaling is applied to the remaining links during the 
reestimation process (see equation 4.12).   
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4.6 Conclusion 
In this study, we apply a MRF-RL–based algorithm to examine the impacts of different 
linkage types on link-based document clustering. We conduct extensive comparative 
studies in link-based clustering using explicit, implicit, and similarity links on ten different 
datasets. In detail, we have the following important findings.  
First of all, using explicit or implicit link information, the link-based k-means exhibits 
significant improvement over spherical k-means and model-based k-means. By the NMI 
measure, implicit (coauthorship) link-based k-means achieves the best performance with a 
54% increase; the performance of those using citation links stands in the middle with a 
increase; the least increase (11%) are those using hyperlinks. These findings are consistent 
with those from the comparison between spherical k-means and link-based k-means, 
without using content information during the model reestimation: the performance of the k-
k-means using just hyperlink, citation link, and coauthorship link is inferior, similar, and 
superior to that of pure content-based clustering, respectively. Furthermore, by using a 
random initialization, link-based k-means perform worse than content-based clustering. We 
also find that link-based k-means using content similarity links performs slightly better, but 
not significantly better, than spherical k-means on the newswire datasets. However, we 
observe significant performance improvements over content-based clustering on the link-
link-based datasets: WebKB4, CORA7, and DBLP3, which infers that the overlapped links 
between two types of links affect the clustering performance. These results indicate that the 
positive impacts of links on clustering are affected by the degree of complication of the link 
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patterns. Moreover, it infers that explicit and implicit links are more helpful for clustering 
documents than similarity links, because they encode human knowledge. Moreover, we 
find hyperlinks and citation links have a very small effect in improving clustering on a 
merged dataset, partially resulted from lacking of ground truth class labels. Nonetheless, it 
shows that content-based clustering plays a more important role than links here. 
Furthermore, we test co-citation link-based clustering. The co-citation link type is 
evaluated by the experimental results as a very useful link type. They achieve very 
comparable results with original links. The co-citation link type is superior to hyperlink-
hyperlink-based clustering, which can be very indicative for its favorable use in other text 
mining applications. Another important finding is that using uniform priors is better than 
using empirical priors in improving clustering performance. From the neighborhood 
comparisons, we discover that: (1) for a citation link and a hyperlink structure, immediate 
out-neighbors of a document are more important than its immediate in-neighbors in 
improving clustering performance; (2) expanding in-neighbors of a document, especially 
the out-neighbors of its immediate in-neighbors, cause it to have the worst performance; (3) 
thresholding and scaling have very neutral or negative impacts on improving clustering 
performance.  
 
4.7 Research Question Tested 
Question 1: Where and how can we get domain knowledge through a graph 
representation, and how can we effectively utilize this knowledge? 
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In this chapter, we get document linkage knowledge through a document-level graph 
representation. We presented a MRF-RL-based graph learning algorithm to utilize the 
knowledge. 
Question 2: What is the best way to enhance clustering by learning from neighbors? How 
do different document link types affect text clustering? 
The proposed iterative labeling process can effectively reestimate each document’s class 
label, based on the class distribution of its neighborhood and its content from the 
clustering results (section 4.5). In section 4.5, we evaluated how different link types 
affect clustering and had many important findings. These findings will be very helpful for 
domain experts to pick different link types for different domains and applications.  
Question 4: Do the proposed graph-based algorithms improve traditional text clustering? 
From section 4.5, we observe that the proposed link-based clustering achieves a 
significantly better performance at P<0.01 than does the spherical k-means clustering, for 
both explicit and implicit link types. 
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CHAPTER 5: INCORPORATION OF WIKIPEDIA 
KNOWLEDGE INTO TEXT CLUSTERING 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Traditional clustering algorithms are usually based on the bag-of-words (BOW) 
approach. A notorious disadvantage of the BOW model is that it ignores the semantic 
relationship among words. As a result, if two documents use different collections of core 
words to represent the same topic, they can be assigned to different clusters, even though 
the core words they use are probably synonyms or semantically associated in other forms. 
One way to resolve this problem is to enrich document representation with the 
background knowledge represented by an ontology.  
An ontology usually includes at least three components: concepts, attributes, and the 
relations among concepts. All of them can be used for document representation and 
clustering. The most common way of applying ontologies for clustering is to match 
ontology concepts to the topical terms appearing in the documents. Then the matched 
ontology concepts are either used as replacements or introduced as additional features to 
the original text. Further, the attributes of, and relations among, the ontology terms can be 
exploited for clustering.   
However, a problem with this approach is that it is usually difficult to find a 
comprehensive ontology that can cover all the concepts mentioned in a collection, 
especially when the documents to be clustered are from a general domain. Previous 
research has adopted WordNet (Hotho et al. 2002) and Mesh (Wang and Domeniconi 
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2008; Yoo et al. 2006) as the external ontology for text enrichment. However, they all 
have limited coverage. Another problem is that using ontology terms either as 
replacement or additional features has its disadvantages. While replacing original content 
with ontology terms may cause information loss, especially when the coverage of the 
ontology is limited, adding ontology terms to the original document vector can bring data 
noise into the dataset. Therefore, in order to enhance text clustering by leveraging 
ontology semantics, two issues need to be addressed: the need for an ontology that can 
cover the topical domain of individual document collections as completely as possible, 
and a proper matching method that can enrich the document representation by fully 
leveraging ontology terms and relations but without introducing more noise.  
This chapter aims to address both issues. In terms of ontology, we apply Wikipedia 
concepts and categories for document enrichment. Wikipedia has become the largest 
electronic knowledge repository on the web, with millions of articles contributed 
collaboratively by volunteers. Unlike other standard ontologies, such as WordNet and 
MeSH, Wikipedia itself is not a structured thesaurus. However, it is much more 
comprehensive and up-to-date. Moreover, it is well-formed. In Wikipedia, each article 
only describes a single topic. The title of each article is a succinct phrase that resembles 
an ontology term. Equivalent concepts are grouped together by redirect links. Meanwhile, 
it contains a hierarchical categorization system, in which each article belongs to at least 
one category. All these features make Wikipedia a potential ontology that can be 
exploited for enriching text representation and enhancing text clustering.  
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Having the ontology, the next question is how to integrate ontology concepts into 
the document representation and clustering process. In this chapter, we propose two 
approaches for mapping ontology concepts to the documents. The first approach, called 
exact-match, is a dictionary-based approach. It maps the topical terms present in the 
documents directly to Wikipedia concepts. It is especially useful when Wikipedia 
concepts can cover most of the topic terms in a collection. The second mapping approach 
is called relatedness-match. Instead of mapping Wikipedia concepts to each document 
directly, this approach builds the connection between Wikipedia concepts and each 
document, based on the contents of Wikipedia articles. This approach is more useful 
when Wikipedia concepts cannot fully cover the topical domain of a collection. After the 
mapping process, each document is associated with a set of concepts. Then based on the 
hierarchical structure of Wikipedia, each document is further mapped to a set of 
Wikipedia categories. 
Finally, the text documents are clustered based on a similarity metric that linearly 
combines document content information, concept information, as well as category 
information. 
The proposed Wikipedia-based clustering framework is evaluated on three datasets: 
20 Newsgroups, TDT2, and LATimes. We use both agglomerative and partitional 
clustering for experiments and the traditional BOW model as the baseline. The results 
show that, with the agglomerative clustering method, enriching document representation 
with Wikipedia concepts and categories by both exact-match and relatedness-match can 
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significantly improve the clustering performance. However, the results of partitional 
clustering vary among different datasets and depend on the matching scheme adopted.  
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the proposed 
method of utilizing Wikipedia concepts and categories to improve document clustering. 
In section 5.3, we present and discuss experimental results. Finally, we conclude the 
chapter in section 5.4. 
 
5.2 A Framework of Wikipedia-based Clustering 
The framework of our method for leveraging Wikipedia concept and category 
information to improve document clustering is presented in figure 5.1.  
We first define two concept mapping schemes: exact-match and relatedness-match. 
Then, based on the two mapping schemes, we construct a concept feature vector and 
category feature vector for each document. The document content vector Wn, concept 
vector Cn, and category vector Catn are linearly combined to measure document 
similarity. Finally, with the new similarity metric, the documents are clustered using 
agglomerative approach and partitional approach, respectively.  
5.2.1 Mapping Documents to Wikipedia Concepts and Categories 
The mapping process includes three steps: (1) build the connection between Wikipedia 
concepts and categories; (2) map each document into a vector of Wikipedia concepts; and 
(3) match each document to a set of Wikipedia categories. Each step generates a matrix 
(see figure 5.2). The concept-category matrix is created intuitively based on the 
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connection between concepts and categories that is explicit in Wikipedia. The document-
document-concept matrix is built through two matching schemes: exact-match and 
relatedness-match. Finally, the document-category matrix is created on the basis of 
concept-category matrix and document-concept matrix.  
5.2.2 Concept Mapping Schemes  
A proper matching method is crucial for ontology-based text clustering. In our research, 
we adopt two different matching schemes (exact-match and relatedness-match) for 
mapping documents to Wikipedia concepts. The details of each mapping scheme are 
described below. 
5.2.3 Exact-Match Scheme 
In the exact-match scheme, each document is scanned to find Wikipedia concepts, which 
are mostly short phrases. The found Wikipedia concepts are used to comprise the concept 
vector of the corresponding document. An issue of exact-match is figuring out how to 
map synonymous phrases to the same concept.  
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Figure 5.1 The framework of leveraging Wikipedia for document clustering 
 
We address this problem by using the redirect links in Wikipedia. In Wikipedia, each 
topic is described by only one article. A preferred phrase is chosen as the title of the 
article. All other phrases representing the same topic are redirected to the same article. 
Based on this feature, we construct a dictionary. Each entry in the dictionary corresponds 
to a topic covered by Wikipedia. Each entry includes not only the preferred Wikipedia 
concept that is used as the title of the article, but also all redirected concepts representing 
the same topic. Based on this dictionary, both preferred concepts and redirected concepts 
are retrieved from documents. However, only preferred concepts are used to build the 
Similarity metric between two documents:
 SIM(d1, d2)= Sim(W1, W2)+ α∙Sim(C1, C2)
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concept vector for each document. The weight of each preferred concept is equal to its 
frequency plus the frequencies of all the concepts redirected to it. In this way, we get a 
document-concept matrix, whose values are the frequencies of each concept appearing in 
a document. Based on this frequency matrix, we further calculate the document-concept 
TF–IDF matrix, which is used to measure the similarity between two documents’ concept 
vectors. Compared to other matching techniques, exact-match is very efficient. However, 
it always has low recall. It produces good results only when Wikipedia contains most of 
the phrases appearing in a dataset.  
5.2.4 Relatedness-Match Scheme 
In the exact-match scheme, only the concepts which explicitly appear in a document are 
extracted and used to construct the concept vector of the document. In other words, when 
the topical terms used in a document do not exactly match the Wikipedia concepts 
denoting the same topic, they cannot be extracted. In order to resolve this problem, we 
adopt another match scheme called relatedness-match.  
Relatedness-match consists of two steps. First, we create a Wikipedia term-concept 
matrix (see figure 5.2) from the Wikipedia article collection. Thus each word token is 
represented by a concept vector. The values of the vector are TFIDF scores, which denote 
the relatedness between the term and each Wikipedia concept. A word may appear in a 
huge number of Wikipedia articles. In order to discard insignificant concepts and 
improve processing efficiency, for each word we choose only the top k concepts with the 
highest TF–IDF scores. In this study, we set k to 5.  
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Table 5.1 Wikipedia term-concept (article) matrix 
 Wiki concepts C c1 c2 … cN 
Wiki 
article  
terms 
W 
w1 val11 val12 … val1N 
w2 val21 val22 … val2N 
… … … … … 
wN valN1 valN2 … valNN 
 
Second, the word-concept matrix is used as a bridge to associate documents with 
Wikipedia concepts. The relatedness of a Wikipedia concept to a given document is 
calculated using equation (5.1).  
   ji ikijj dw wcwddk tfidftfidfr , (5.1) 
where Dd j   (a document collection) and Cck   (all Wikipedia preferred concepts). The 
The procedure of calculating the relatedness of concept kc  to document jd  is as follows. 
follows. For each word such as iw  in document jd , we calculate its TF–IDF scores in 
both jd  and kc . The two scores specify the importance of word iw  to document jd  and 
and concept kc , respectively. Then we use the product of two TF–IDF values as the 
relatedness score of concept kc  to document jd  through word iw . By summing up the 
relatedness score of concept kc  to document jd  through each word in document jd , we 
we get the final relatedness score jdkr  of concept kc  to document jd . Then, we select the 
the top M concepts with the highest relatedness scores for each document. In this 
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experiment, M is set to 200. Finally, the concept relatedness score vector for each 
document is normalized.  
Compared to exact-match, this method is more time consuming. It helps identify 
relevant Wikipedia concepts that are not explicitly present in a document. It is especially 
useful when Wikipedia concepts have less coverage for a dataset.  
 
 
 Figure 5.2 Mapping documents to Wikipedia concepts and categories 
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5.2.5 Category Mapping 
After concept mapping, a document-concept matrix is generated for each collection. 
Based on the document-concept matrix and the hierarchical relation between Wikipedia 
concept and category, we derive the document-category matrix (see figure 5.2).  
If the document-concept matrix is created through exact-match, a document-
category frequency matrix is first derived from the document-concept frequency matrix 
by replacing each concept with its corresponding categories. The frequency of a category 
is the frequency of the concept belonging to it. If a category is mapped to a document 
through more than one concept, the sum of the frequencies of these concepts is the 
category’s frequency. Based on the generated document-category frequency matrix, we 
further derive the document-category TF–IDF matrix, which is used to measure the 
similarity between any two documents’ category vectors.  
If the document-concept matrix is developed through relatedness-match, to get the 
document-category matrix, we replace each concept with its corresponding categories, 
and all these categories share the same normalized relatedness score as the concept. If a 
category is mapped to a document through more than one concept, its relatedness score to 
the document is the sum of the scores of all these concepts. The derived document-
category matrix denotes the relatedness of each category to each document. 
5.2.6 Agglomerative Clustering 
Agglomerative clustering approaches initially consider each document as a cluster and 
repeatedly merge pairs of clusters with the shortest distance, until only one cluster is 
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formed covering all the documents. The distance measure between two clusters can be 
implemented in many ways, including single linkage, complete linkage, and average 
linkage. In our experiment, when using standard vector cosine similarity as document 
similarity measure, both single linkage and average linkage suffer a severe chaining 
problem on all three testing datasets. Therefore, we use complete linkage as the cluster 
distance measure. With complete linkage criterion, the distance of two clusters is defined 
as the maximum distance between one document in the first cluster and the other in the 
second cluster. In our method, besides word vector, a document is also represented by 
concept vector or category vector, or both. When calculating the similarity between two 
documents, we combine the similarity values calculated using these vectors (see equation 
5.2). 
category
nm
concept
nm
word
nmnm
ddsimddsim
ddsimddsim
),(),(
),(),(


 ,
                              (5.2) 
where coefficient   and   indicate the importance of concept vector and category vector 
in measuring the similarity between two documents.  
5.2.7 Partitional Clustering 
Partitional clustering approaches iteratively calculate the cluster centroids and reassign 
each document to the closest cluster until no document can be reassigned. Spherical k-
k-means is one of these algorithms and most widely used for text clustering. Therefore, 
we apply spherical k-means for partitional approach. In our method, the distance from a 
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document to a cluster centroid is calculated based on the content similarity, as well as 
concept or category similarity, or both.  
category
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concept
km
word
kmkm
centroiddsimcentroiddsim
centroiddsimcentroiddsim
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),(),(


 ,
                       (5.3) 
where α and β quantify the influence of the concept and category information on 
document clustering.  
The clustering result of k-means is influenced by the initial selection of cluster 
centroids. For each evaluation based on k-means, we run it ten times with random 
initialization and take the average as the final clustering result. In a comparative 
experiment, each run has the same initialization. 
5.3 Experiments 
5.3.1 Wikipedia Data 
Wikipedia releases its database dumps periodically, which can be downloaded from 
http://download.wikipedia.org. The Wikepedia dump we use contains 911,028 articles 
and about 29,000 categories, after pre-processing and filtering.  
5.3.2 Clustering Dataset 
We perform clustering experiments on three datasets: TDT2, LATimes (from TREC), 
and 20 Newsgroups (20NG). We selected 7,094 documents in TDT2 that have a unique 
class label, 18,547 documents from top ten sections of LA Times, and all 19,997 
documents in 20 Newsgroups. The ten classes selected from TDT2 are 20001, 20015, 
20002, 20013, 20070, 20044, 20076, 20071, 20012, and 20023. The ten sections selected 
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from LA Times are Entertainment, Financial, Foreign, Late Final, Letters, Metro, 
National, Sports, Calendar, and View. All 20 classes of 20NG are used for testing.  
For efficiency, we adopt a special evaluation approach. For each dataset, we create 
five small datasets. Each small dataset is created by randomly picking 100 documents 
from each selected class of a given dataset and then merging them into a big pool. The 
five small datasets are clustered separately, and the average of their results is viewed as 
the clustering result for the whole dataset.  
5.3.3 Evaluation Metrics 
Cluster quality is evaluated by three metrics, purity (Zhao and Karypis 2001), F-score 
(Steinbach et al. 2000), and normalized mutual information (NMI) (Zhong and Ghosh 
2003).  
5.3.4 Clustering Schemes under Comparison 
In both agglomerative and partitional clustering approaches, we use the clustering 
approach based on word-only vectors as the baseline. Other approaches based on 
different linear combinations of word vector, concept vector, and category vector are 
listed in table 5.2.  
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Table 5.2 Clustering schemes based on different combinations of vectors 
Notation Explanation 
Word  Clustering solely based on word vector  
Concept Clustering solely based on concept vector  
Category Clustering solely based on category vector 
Word_Concept Clustering based on the linear combination of word vector and concept vector 
Word_Category Clustering based on the linear combination of word vector and category vector 
Concept_Category Clustering based on the linear combination of concept vector and category vector 
Word_Concept_Category 
Clustering based on the linear combination 
of word vector, concept vector, and 
category vector 
 
The parameter α and β in equation 5.2 and 5.3 are set in the following way: 
 For clustering based on Word_Concept scheme, β is set to zero and α is set to 0.1, 
0.2, ···, 1.0, respectively. We take the average result of the ten runs as the final 
clustering results for Word_Concept scheme.  
 For clustering based on Word_Category scheme, α is set to zero and β is set to 0.1, 
0.2, ···, 1.0, respectively. The average result of the ten runs is used as the final 
clustering results for Word_Category scheme.  
 For Word_Concept_Category scheme, α is set to the value that produces best results 
for Word_Concept based clustering, and β is set to the value that generates the best 
results for Word_Category based clustering.  
5.3.5 Agglomerative Clustering Results 
Table 5.3 shows the results of agglomerative clustering using two different match 
schemes: exact-match (EM) and relatedness-match (RM).  
The bold values in table 5.3 are improved results compared to the baseline. The “*” 
indicates the improvement is significant according to the paired-sample T-test at the level 
of p<0.05. These symbols are applied in all following experimental result tables.  
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Table 5.3 Agglomerative clustering results on three datasets 
 
20 Newsgroups 
NMI F-Score Purity 
Match Scheme EM RM EM RM EM RM 
Word  (BaseLine) 0.144 0.146 0.132 
Concept 0.134 0.157 0.102 0.062 0.103 0.081 
Category 0.111 0.160* 0.128 0.111 0.143 0.114 
Concept_Category 0.131 0.148 0.146 0.084 0.160 0.095 
Word_Concept 0.144 0.150 0.153 0.168 0.136 0.148 
Word_Category 0.166* 0.171* 0.189* 0.209* 0.201* 0.180* 
Word_Concept_Category 0.166* 0.154 0.196* 0.195* 0.206* 0.165 
 
LATimes 
NMI F-Score Purity 
Match Scheme EM RM EM RM EM RM 
Word  (BaseLine) 0.048 0.066 0.124 
Concept 0.060 0.073 0.057 0.044 0.120 0.113 
Category 0.071* 0.053 0.174 0.054 0.111 0.118 
Concept_Category 0.073 0.054 0.177 0.054 0.202 0.118 
Word_Concept 0.051 0.052 0.064 0.072 0.124 0.128 
Word_Category 0.101* 0.049 0.210* 0.097* 0.238* 0.142* 
Word_Concept_Category 0.103* 0.052 0.204* 0.100* 0.232* 0.144* 
 
TDT2 
NMI F-Score Purity 
Match Scheme EM RM EM RM EM RM 
Word  (BaseLine) 0.537 0.622 0.600 
Concept 0.296 0.372 0.398 0.483 0.368 0.463 
Category 0.577* 0.448 0.637 0.539 0.649* 0.549 
Concept_Category 0.581* 0.444 0.656 0.543 0.659* 0.560 
Word_Concept 0.563 0.609 0.637 0.689* 0.620 0.678* 
Word_Category 0.695* 0.660* 0.754* 0.721* 0.769* 0.737* 
Word_Concept_Category 0.675* 0.661* 0.734* 0.726* 0.751* 0.747* 
 
From Table 5.3, we can see that the schemes Word_Category and 
Word_Concept_Category always get the best results across all three datasets. In most 
cases, they can significantly improve the performance of clustering. However, contrary to 
our expectation, Word_Concept_Category does not perform better than Word_Category. 
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Although in most cases Word_Concept scheme can also improve clustering results, the 
improvements are not significant. Sometimes it even performs worse than the baseline. 
This indicates that integrating Wikipedia concept information into the clustering process 
does not necessarily improve clustering performance. This conclusion can be further 
confirmed by examining the clustering results using concept vector alone. In most cases, 
clustering based on concept information performs worse than the baseline. On the other 
hand, Wikipedia category information is much more valuable for improving the 
clustering performance. In general, combining a word vector and Wikipedia category 
vector can significantly improve clustering results. For instance, according to NMI, for 
20 Newsgroups, Word_Category achieves a 15.3% and 18.8% increase in performance 
with exact-match and relatedness-match, respectively; for TDT2, Word_Category 
improves the performance by 29.4% and 22.9% with exact-match and relatedness-match, 
respectively. Besides, most often, clustering solely based on a category vector performs 
better than clustering solely using a concept vector, and it has better or close performance 
to the baseline. This observation is especially true for the dataset TDT2. We also tested 
clustering based on category and cluster vector together (Concept_Category). For 
LATimes and TDT2, it performs better than using either category information or concept 
information alone. However, for 20 Newsgroups, its performance is quite unstable.  
In summary, our experimental results of agglomerative clustering show that 
category information is more useful than concept information for improving clustering 
results. We believe the reason is that the Wikipedia concept collection we applied for the 
experiment still contains too much noise. By integrating concept information into 
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document presentation, we also introduce noise to the clustering process. Another reason 
is that we do not disambiguate concept senses during the concept mapping process. This 
may further decrease the discriminative capacity of the concept vectors created for the 
documents. Compared to concept, category information suffers less from noise, and it is 
more accurate and informative.  
It is not apparent which match scheme is better. Their effect on clustering results 
always depends on the datasets and clustering schemes. For instance, according to NMI, 
for 20 Newsgroups, relatedness-match based clustering outperforms exact-match based 
clustering across all schemes except Word_Concept_Category. For the other two 
datasets, exact-match performs better than relatedness-match in most cases.  
5.3.5 Partitional Clustering Results 
Table 5.4 lists the results of partitional clustering based on different vector schemes and 
using two different match schemes. We can see that the effect of category information 
and cluster information on clustering results is not as significant as in agglomerative 
clustering. We think this is because, in k-means, category vector and concept vector are 
not used to measure the similarity between two documents, but used to calculate the 
distance between a document and a cluster centroid. Accordingly, category information 
and concept information are not utilized in full scale. Even so, we can still see the 
contribution of category information to clustering results. For 20 Newsgroups, 
Word_Category scheme still significantly improves the clustering result. The F-Score and 
purity of Word_Concept_Category–based clustering are also significantly improved. For 
TDT2, Word_Concept_Category produces the best clustering results.  
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It is also notable that for dataset 20 Newsgroup, relatedness-match always produces 
better results than exact-match. But for the other two datasets, LATimes and TDT2, 
exact-match always outperforms relatedness-match.  
Table 5.4 Partitional clustering results on three datasets 
 
20 Newsgroups 
NMI F-Score Purity 
Match Scheme EM RM EM RM EM RM 
Word  (BaseLine) 0.390 0.382 0.411 
Concept 0.288 0.313 0.312 0.372 0.302 0.401 
Category 0.291 0.326 0.332 0.383 0.341 0.391 
Concept_Category 0.287 0.322 0.333 0.354 0.317 0.388 
Word_Concept 0.390 0.383 0.380 0.382 0.411 0.411 
Word_Category 0.409* 0.429* 0.402* 0.412* 0.430* 0.442* 
Word_Concept_Category 0.398 0.412 0.400* 0.418* 0.429* 0.442* 
 
LATimes 
NMI F-Score Purity 
Match Scheme EM RM EM RM EM RM 
Word  (BaseLine) 0.188 0.317 0.328 
Concept 0.186 0.082 0.312 0.253 0.333 0.251 
Category 0.185 0.097 0.315 0.241 0.327 0.249 
Concept_Category 0.190 0.112 0.310 0.242 0.329 0.245 
Word_Concept 0.159 0.128 0.292 0.264 0.304 0.275 
Word_Category 0.194 0.179 0.325 0.312 0.335 0.322 
Word_Concept_Category 0.189 0.140 0.319 0.276 0.330 0.286 
 
TDT2 
NMI F-Score Purity 
Match Scheme EM RM EM RM EM RM 
Word  (BaseLine) 0.790 0.825 0.848 
Concept 0.556 0.447 0.622 0.522 0.647 0.544 
Category 0.577 0.448 0.637 0.539 0.649 0.549 
Concept_Category 0.543 0.442 0.630 0.523 0.643 0.545 
Word_Concept 0.787 0.766 0.815 0.792 0.840 0.819 
Word_Category 0.804 0.737 0.830 0.720 0.854 0.763 
Word_Concept_Category 0.802 0.804 0.833 0.846 0.854 0.876 
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5.4 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this chapter, we present a general framework for leveraging Wikipedia concept and 
category information to improve text clustering performance. Based on two different 
mapping techniques, exact-match and relatedness-match, we are able to create a 
Wikipedia concept vector and a Wikipedia category vector for each document in a 
collection. The concept vector and category vector provide background knowledge about 
a document. They are linearly combined with a text word vector to measure document 
similarity.  
The proposed framework is tested with two clustering approaches (agglomerative 
and partitional clustering) on three datasets: 20NG, LATimes, and TDT2. In order to 
comprehensively evaluate the effect of Wikipedia concept and category information on 
clustering performance, we experiment with seven different clustering schemes—
schemes—Concept, Category, Word_Concept, Word_Category, Concept_Category, and 
Word_Concept_Category. Based on the empirical results, we can draw the following 
conclusions: (1) Category information is most useful for improving clustering results. In 
both agglomerative clustering and partitional clustering, combining category information 
with document content information generates the best results in most cases. Compared to 
the baseline scheme, it can significantly improve clustering performance for all three 
datasets when using agglomerative clustering approach, and for dataset 20 Newsgroup 
when using partitional clustering. (2) Clustering based on all three document vectors 
(word vector, concept vector, and category vector) also gets significantly better results 
than the baseline. However, it does not outperform clustering based only on the word 
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vector and category vector. (3) Concept information is not as useful as category 
information for improving clustering performance, due to the noise information it 
contains and the sense ambiguity problem. (4) The effect of category and concept 
information on k-means clustering is not as significant as it is on agglomerative 
clustering. But, in most cases, Word_Category–based clustering still achieves the best 
performance among all clustering schemes. (5) The effect of the two mapping schemes 
depends on the dataset, quality metric, and clustering approach. Based on the results of 
partitional clustering, exact-match is more effective than relatedness-match for dataset 
LATimes and TDT2 but the contrary for 20 Newsgroups.  
We believe that our findings can be extended to other applications based on 
document similarity measurement, such as information retrieval and text classification. 
For future work, we will further improve our concept mapping techniques, such as 
introducing sense disambiguation functions into the concept mapping process. Moreover, 
we will explore how to utilize the link structure among Wikipedia concepts for document 
clustering.   
5.5 Research Question Tested 
Question 1: Where and how can we get domain knowledge through a graph 
representation, and how can we effectively utilize this knowledge? 
In this chapter, we attained external Wikipedia knowledge through two semantic mapping 
schemes: exact-match and relatedness-match. We developed a metric to integrate the 
attained Wikipedia concept and category information into the text clustering process.  
Question 3: How can we utilize Wikipedia to improve traditional text clustering? 
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We presented a framework to extract knowledge from Wikipedia (exact-match and 
relatedness-match) and to enrich the representation of original documents (a similarity 
metric to combine documents’ content and Wikipedia knowledge).   
Question 4: Do the proposed graph-based algorithms improve traditional text clustering? 
From the experimental results in section 5.3, the hierarchical clustering using Wikipedia 
concept and category information (word_category and word_concet_category) 
significantly outperforms the one without Wikipedia knowledge at P<0.05 level. For 
partitional clustering, we also observe a performance increase. 
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CHAPTER 6: INCORPORATION OF BIOMEDICAL 
ONTOLOGY KNOWLEDGE INTO TEXT CLUSTERING 
6.1 Introduction 
Recent research has been focused on how to integrate domain ontology as background 
knowledge to document clustering processes, and it shows that ontology can improve 
document clustering performance with its concept hierarchy knowledge (Hotho et al. 
2003; Jing et al. 2006; Yoo et al. 2006). Hotho, Staab & Stumme (2002) employed 
WordNet synsets to augment document vectors, and they achieved better results than that 
of the bag-of-words model on public domain. Yoo et al. (2006) applied MeSH domain 
ontology to clustering initialization and achieved promising cluttering results. Terms are 
first clustered by calculating semantic similarity using MeSH ontology 
(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/) on PubMed document sets. Then the documents are 
mapped to the corresponding term cluster. Last, mutual reinforcement strategy is applied. 
Varelas et al. (2005) integrated domain ontology using term reweighting for information 
retrieval application. Terms are assigned more weight if they are semantically similar to 
each other. Jing et al. (2006) adopted a similar technique on document clustering.   
Although existing approaches rely on term semantic similarity, not many studies 
have been done on evaluating the effects of different similarity measures on document 
clustering for a specific domain. Yoo et al. (2006) employed one similarity measure that 
calculates the number of shared ancestor concepts and the number of co-occurred 
documents. Jing et al. (2006) compared two ontology-based term similarity measures. 
These approaches heavily relied on term similarity information, and all these similarity 
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measures are domain independent; however, to date, relatively little work has been done 
on developing and evaluating measures of term similarity for biomedical domain (where 
there are a growing number of ontologies that organize medical concepts into hierarchies 
such as MeSH ontology) on document clustering. 
Clustering initialization and term reweighting are two techniques adopted for 
integrating domain knowledge. In this chapter, term reweighting is chosen because: (1) a 
document is often full of class-independent “general” terms, and how to discount the 
effect of general terms is a central task. Term reweighting is more possible to help 
discount the effects of class-independent general terms and thus aggravates the effects of 
class-specific “core” terms; (2) hierarchically clustering terms (Yoo et al. 2006) for 
clustering initialization is more computational expensive and more lacking in scalability 
than that of the term reweighting approach.  
As a result, we evaluate the effects of different term semantic similarity measures on 
document clustering using term reweighting, an important measure for integration of 
domain knowledge. We examine four path-based similarity measures, three information-
content-based similarity measures, and two feature-based similarity measures for 
document clustering on PubMed document sets. The rest of the chapter is organized as 
follows. Section 6.2 describes term semantic similarity measures. Section 6.3 shows 
document representation and defines the term-reweighting scheme. In section 6.4, we 
present and discuss the experiment results. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter. 
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6.2 Ontology-based Similarity Measures 
Ontology-based similarity measure has some advantages over other measures. First, 
ontology is created by a human being manually for a domain and thus is more precise. 
Second, compared to other methods, such as latent semantic indexing, it’s much more 
computationally efficient. Third, it helps integrate domain knowledge into the data 
mining process. Comparing two terms in a document using ontology information usually 
exploits the fact that their corresponding concepts within the ontology usually have 
properties in the form of attributes, level of generality or specificity, and their 
relationships with other concepts (Pedersen et al. 2007). It should be noted that there are 
many other term semantic similarity measures, such as latent semantic indexing, but it is 
out of the scope of our research—our focus here is on term semantic similarity measure 
using ontology information. In the subsequent subsections, we classify the ontology-
based semantic measures into the following three categories and try to pick popular 
measures for each category.  
6.2.1 Path-based similarity measure  
Path-based similarity measure usually utilizes the information of the shortest path 
between two concepts, of the generality or specificity of both concepts in ontology 
hierarchy, and of their relationships with other concepts.  
Wu and Palmer (1994) developed a similarity measure finding the most specific 
common concept that subsumes both of the concepts being measured. The path length 
from most specific shared concepts is scaled by the sum of IS-A links, from it to the two 
compared concepts.  
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In the equation (6.1), 1N  and 2N  are the number of IS-A links from 21,CC
respectively, to the most specific common concept C , and H  is the number of IS-A links 
from C  to the root of ontology. It scores between 1 (for similar concepts) and 0. In 
practice, we set H  to 1 when the parent of the most specific common concept C  is the 
root node.  
Li et al. (2003) combines the shortest path and the depth of ontology information in 
a nonlinear function: 
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where L stands for the shortest path between two concepts and   and  are 
parameters scaling the contribution of shortest path length and depth, respectively. The 
value is between 1 (for similar concepts) and 0. In our experiment, we set   and   to 
0.2 and 0.6, respectively, for the best performance.  
Leacock and Chodorow (1994) defined a similarity measure based on the shortest 
path  21 ,CCd  between two concepts and scaling that value by twice the maximum 
depth of the hierarchy, and then taking the logarithm to smooth the resulting score:  
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where D is the maximum depth of the ontology and similarity value. In practice, we add 1 
to both  21, CCd  and D2  to avoid log (0) when the shortest path length is 0.   
Mao and Chu (2002) presented a similarity measure using both shortest path 
information and number of descendents of compared concepts.  
 
    ))()(1(log,, 2122121 CdCdCCdCCSMao 

          (6.4) 
 
where  21,CCd  is the number of edges between 1C  and 2C , )( 1Cd  is the number of 1C
’s descendants, which represents the generality of the concept. Here, the constant   
refers to a boundary case where 1C  is the only direct hypernym of 2C , 2C  is the only 
direct hyponym of 1C , and 2C  has no hyponym. In this case, because the concepts 1C  
and 2C  are very close,   should be chosen close to 1. In practice, we set it to 0.9.  
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6.2.2 Information-content-based measure 
Information-content-based measure associates probabilities with concepts in the 
ontology. The probability is defined in equation 6.5, where freq(C) is the frequency of 
concept C, and freq(Root) is the frequency of the root concept of the ontology (Pedersen 
et al. 2007). In this study, the frequency count assigned to a concept is the sum of the 
frequency counts of all the terms that map to the concept. Additionally, the frequency 
counts of every concept include the frequency counts of subsumed concepts in an IS-A 
hierarchy.   
 



Rootfreq
CfreqCIC log)(  (6.5) 
As there may be multiple parents for each concept, two concepts can share parents 
by multiple paths. We may take the minimum )(CIC  when there is more than one shared 
parent, and then we call concept C the most informative subsumer—  21 ,CCICmis . In 
other words,  21,CCICmis  has the least probability among all shared subsumers between 
two concepts. 
  ),(log, 2121Re CCICCCS missnik   (6.6)  ),(log2)(log)(log, 212121 CCICCICCICCCS misJiang   (6.7)
 
Resnik (1999) defined a similarity measure that signifies that the more information 
two terms share, the more similar they are. And the information shared by two terms is 
indicated by the information content of the term that subsumes them in the ontology. The 
measure reveals information about the usage within corpus of the part of the ontology 
queried. Jiang and Conrath (1998) included not only the shared information content 
between two terms, but also the information content each term contains. 
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Lin (1993) utilized both the information needed to state the commonality of two 
terms and the information needed to fully describe these two terms. Since ),( 21 CCICmis
>= )(log 1CIC , )(log 2CIC  the similarity value varies between 1 (for similar concepts) and 
0.  
 
)(log)(log
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,
21
21
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CCS misLin   (6.8) 
6.2.3 Feature-based measure 
Feature-based measure assumes that each term is described by a set of terms indicating its 
properties or features. Then the more common characteristics two terms have, and the 
less non-common characteristics they have, the more similar the terms are (Varelas et al. 
2005). As there is no describing feature set for MeSH descriptor concepts, in our 
experimental study, we take all the ancestor nodes of each compared concept as their 
feature sets. The following measure is defined based on the discussion in Knappe et al. 
(2006) and Lin (1993):  
 
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where )( 1CAns  and )( 2CAns  correspond to description sets (the ancestor nodes) of terms 
1C  and c2, respectively, 21 CC   is the joining of two parent node sets, and 21 CC   is the 
union of two parent node sets.  
Knappe et al. (2006) developed a similarity measure, as seen below, using the 
information of generalization and specification of two compared concepts. 
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where p’s range is [0, 1], which defines the relative importance of generalization vs. 
specialization. This measure falls between 1 (for similar concepts) and 0. In our 
experiment, p is set to 0.5.  
 
6.3 Integration of Ontology Knowledge Using Term Similarity 
Given a document set, our clustering method is composed of the following steps: (1) 
apply ontology to index the entire document set, and each document is thus represented 
as a vector of terms; (2) each term’s weight is recalculated by the proposed term 
reweighting method; (3) spherical k-means is run on the dataset. A document is often full 
of class-independent “general” words and short on class-specific “core” words, which 
leads to the difficulty of document clustering. Steinbach et al. (2000) examined in the 
data that each class has a “core” vocabulary of words, and remaining “general” words 
may have similar distributions on different classes. To solve this problem, we should 
“discount” general words and “emphasize” core words in a vector. We define the term-
reweighting scheme as below. 
    m iii jijijijiji xxxSxx 122 1 22111 ,~ , (6.11)
where x  stands for term weight, m stands for the number of co-occurred terms, and 
 21, jiji xxS  stands for the similarity score between two concepts. Through this reweighting 
reweighting scheme, the weights of semantically similar terms will be co-augmented. 
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Since we are only interested in reweighting those terms that are more semantically 
similar to each other, it is necessary to set up a threshold value—the minimum similarity 
score between compared terms. It is also worth noting that the document representation 
can include the following three schemes: term frequency (TF), normalized term 
frequency (NTF), and TF-IDF (Inverse Document Frequency).  
 
6.4 Experimental Results and Analysis 
6.4.1 Datasets 
Disease10 
Disease10 dataset is collected from PubMed (a web interface of Medline documents) by 
submitting queries using a “MajorTopic” tag along with the corresponding MeSH term of 
the disease name. For example, if the disease name’s corresponding MeSH term is 
“Gout,” then the query will become “Gout [Major Topic].” Table 6.1 shows the ten 
classes of document sets and their document numbers (24,566 documents). The document 
class name is the query name. The average document length for MeSH descriptor is 13 
(as shown in table 6.2). Compared to the average document length—81, when using bag-
of-words representation—the dimension of clustering space is dramatically reduced. A 
general stop term list is applied to the bag-of-words scheme. Moreover, we collect 
PubMed documents from 1995–2005 to make a MeSH descriptor stop term list for MeSH 
term and MeSH descriptor term indexing. 
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Table 6.1 The document sets and their sizes 
 Document Sets No. of Docs 
1 Gout 642 
2 Chickenpox 1,083 
3 Raynaud Disease 1,153 
4 Jaundice 1,486 
5 Hepatitis B 1,815 
6 Hay Fever 2,632 
7 Kidney Calculi 3,071 
8 Age-related Macular Degeneration 3,277 
9 Migraine 4,174 
10 Otitis 5,233 
 
Table 6.2 Document indexing schemes 
Indexing Scheme No. of terms indexed Avg. doc length 
MeSH descriptor term 8829 13 
Word 41208 81 
 
OHSUMED23 
OHSUMED consists of scientific abstracts collected from Medline, an online medical 
information database. The selected OHSUMED corpus contains 13,929 Medline abstracts 
from the year 1991, each of which was assigned one or multiple labels out of twenty-
three cardiovascular diseases categories. Excluding abstracts with multiple labels, we 
indexed the rest—7,400 abstracts belonging to 23 classes. 
6.4.2 Evaluation Methodology 
Cluster quality is evaluated by four extrinsic measures, entropy (Steinbach et al. 2000), 
F-measure (Larsen and Aone 1999), purity (Zhao and Karypis, 2001), and normalized 
mutual information (NMI) (Zhong and Ghosh 2003).  
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6.4.3 Experiment Settings 
To improve the efficiency of the calculation of term–term similarity, a 44,978 term–term 
similarity matrix (including all MeSH descriptors) is constructed for each similarity 
measure before the document vector reweighting.  
The similarity score is disregarded between two terms whose minimal path length is 
larger than 3, since we are only interested augmenting the weights of terms that are more 
similar. This is better than setting a similarity score threshold, and it is very important for 
evaluating different semantic similarity measures in a fair manner. The distributions of 
the similarity scores between documents are usually various in terms of different 
similarity measures. Setting one score threshold to all similarity measures can make the 
results easily biased toward several measures. Therefore, we apply minimum length 
threshold instead of similarity score threshold. The minimum path length is defined as: 
 
),(2)()(),( 212121 CCDepCDepCDepCCMinLen  , (6.12)
 
where )( 1CDep  indicates the depth of concept 1C  within the ontology, and ),( 21 CCDep
is the depth of the nearest co-parent of concept 21 ,CC . 
Apparently, the similarity score range of CLS & , snikSRe  and JiangS  is not within [0, 
1]. For a fair comparison, their similarity matrices are normalized before they are applied 
to reweighting document vector. In detail, each similarity score is denominated by the 
sum. In this study, each document is represented as a TF–IDF vector, since this scheme 
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achieves much better performance than normalized term frequency and term frequency 
(Zhang et al. 2006). Each document vector is reweighted using equation 6.11, and the 
ontology term–term similarity matrix. Spherical k-means is used for document clustering, 
for it is a well-known vector-based clustering algorithm. Documents are also indexed 
unigram words for a more comprehensive comparison. Documents are not considered in 
our experiments if they contain fewer than five terms. The whole process is implemented 
using dragon toolkit (Zhang et al. 2006).  
6.4.4 Result Analysis 
Table 6.3 and 6.4 show the experimental results of document clustering on Disease10 and 
OHSUMED23 datasets, respectively. The nine ontology-based similarity measures are 
divided by their corresponding types including: path-based, information-content-based, 
and feature-based. “MeSH descriptor” and “Word” indicate the type of document 
representation, and no term reweighting is applied. 
Table 6.3 Clustering results of Disease10 
Type of Measure Measure Name Entropy F-Score Purity NMI 
Path based Wu and Palmer  0.348 0.858 0.874 0.779 
Li et al. 2003  0.304 0.834 0.901 0.799 
Leacock and 
Chodorow 0.276 0.853 0.923 0.811 
Mao and Chu  0.342 0.830 0.875 0.782 
Information 
Content 
Resnik  0.295 0.856 0.906 0.802 
Jiang 0.300 0.848 0.905 0.800 
Lin  0.342 0.845 0.882 0.782 
Feature based Basic Feature  0.358 0.818 0.872 0.775 Knappe et al.  0.350 0.834 0.876 0.778 
MeSH descriptor 0.341 0.772 0.867 0.776 
Word 0.245 0.755 0.908 0.820 
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Table 6.4 Clustering results of OHSUMED23 
Type of Measure Measure Name Entropy F-Score Purity NMI 
Path based Wu and Palmer  2.209 0.244 0.347 0.165
Li et al. 2003 2.181 0.253 0.356 0.174
Leacock and 
Chodorow 2.199 0.241 0.351 0.168
Mao and Chu  2.183 0.255 0.354 0.173
Information 
Content 
Resnik  2.194 0.252 0.352 0.170
Jiang  2.199 0.251 0.351 0.168
Lin 2.234 0.239 0.341 0.158
Feature based Basic Feature  2.219 0.241 0.344 0.162
Knappe et al. 2.226 0.239 0.340 0.160
MeSH descriptor 2.193 0.248 0.353 0.170
Word 2.321 0.200 0.302 0.130
Comparison between “reweighting” and “no-reweighting” 
The performance between reweighting and no-reweighting varies in terms of the 
corresponding datasets. For Disease10 dataset, most similarity measures slightly 
outperform no-reweighting, that is, MeSH descriptor. For OHSUMED23 dataset, the 
results of different schemes are very close. The three measures Li, Leacock and 
Chodorow, and Resnik have slightly better performances than no-reweighting scheme. 
The remaining measures are all slightly worse than no-reweighting. Based on these 
results, we conclude that the reweighting scheme can slightly improve document 
clustering, which is not very significant. It also shows that term reweighting as a method 
of integrating domain ontology to clustering might not be a very effective approach when 
the documents are short of terms (average length 13)—because when all these terms are 
very important core terms for the documents, ignoring the effects of some of them by 
reweighting can cause serious information loss. This is on the contrary to the experiment 
results (Jing et al. 2006) in a general domain where document length is relatively longer. 
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Comparison among different similarity measures 
Experimental results on two datasets show that, among the three types of term similarity 
measures, there is not a certain type of measures that significantly outperforms others. 
Interestingly, information-content-based measures with support of corpus statistics have 
very similar performances with the other two types of measure. This indicates that the 
corpus statistics are consistent with the ontology structure of MeSH and thus does not 
have better performance than path-based measures. The two path-based measures 
Leacock and Chodorow, and Li et al. achieve the best performance on both datasets. Both 
measures consider the shortest path and depth of two concepts. Judging from the overall 
performance on the two datasets, Li et al., Leacock and Chodorow, Mao and Chu, 
Resnik, and Jiang have rather more stable performances than that of the other measures. 
Feature-based measures always have the worst performance. This shows that using parent 
concepts as features may have a negative impact on term reweighting. 
Comparison between ontology-based and word-based document representation 
The performance of word scheme is significantly different on the two datasets. For 
Disease10 dataset, word scheme is slightly better than ontology-based scheme, but this is 
not significant. On OHSUMED23 dataset, word scheme is significantly worse than the 
other schemes. The results show both the advantage of ontology and the limitation of 
ontology. First, while keeping competitive or significantly better clustering results, not 
only the dimension of clustering space but also the computational cost are dramatically 
reduced, especially when handling large datasets. Second, existing ontologies are under 
growing, and they are still not enough for many text mining applications. For example, 
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there are only about 44,000 unique MeSH descriptor terms at the time of writing. Third, 
there is also a limitation of term extraction. So far, existing approaches usually use 
“exact-match” to map abstract terms to entry terms and cannot judge by the different 
senses of a phrase. This will cause serious information loss. For example, when 
representing documents as MeSH descriptor terms, the average document length is only 
14 for Disease10, while the length of the corresponding word representation is 81. 
Finally, if taking advantage of both medical concept representation and informative word 
representation, the results of text mining applications can be more convincing. 
 
6.5 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this chapter, we evaluate the effects of nine semantic similarity measures with a term 
reweighting method on document clustering of PubMed document sets. The spherical k-
k-means clustering experiment shows that term reweighting, as a method of integrating 
domain knowledge, has some positive effects on medical document clustering but might 
not be very significant. In detail, we obtained the following meaningful findings by 
comparing nine semantic similarity measures—path-based, information-content-based, 
and feature-based measures—with two indexing schemes—MeSH descriptor and Word. 
(1) Term reweighting achieves very similar clustering results with no term reweighting. 
Some of them outperform no reweighting, some of them don’t, and neither of them is 
very significant. This indicates that term reweighting can be effective in a very limited 
degree when documents are short of terms. Because when most of these terms are 
distinguishable core terms for a document, ignoring some of them by reweighting will 
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cause information loss; more advanced ontology and term extraction techniques may help 
term reweighting achieve better results. (2) No certain type of measures is significantly 
better than others; the best performance is achieved by two path-based measures, 
Leacock and Chodorow, and Li et al., that consider both the closeness and the depth of 
the compared concepts. Feature-based measures have the worst overall performance, 
which shows that using parent concepts as feature sets is not effective for this application. 
Although information-content-based measures consider both ontology and corpus 
statistics, they do not achieve better results than the other measure types. (3) The 
performance of MeSH scheme are significantly better than that of word scheme on 
OHSUMED23 dataset and slightly worse than word scheme on Disease10 dataset, which 
demonstrates both the advantage and limitation of domain ontology. Keeping 
comparative or significantly better results, indexing using MeSH ontology dramatically 
reduces the dimension of clustering space and computational complexity; however, the 
limitation of ontology such as limited concepts and rough term extraction techniques can 
cause information loss easily and thus hurt the clustering performance. Furthermore, this 
finding indicates that there should be an approach that takes advantage of both medical 
concept representation and informative word representation.  
In our future work, we may consider the uses of other biomedical ontology, such as 
the Medical Language System (UMLS), and also expand this comparative study to a 
public domain. 
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6.6 Research Question Tested 
Question 1: Where and how can we get domain knowledge through a graph 
representation, and how can we effectively utilize this? 
In this chapter, we integrated the hierarchical information of MeSH ontology by using 
different semantic-based similarity methods. We also developed a term-reweighting 
scheme to integrate this knowledge into a document vector. 
Question 3: How can we utilize MeSH to improve traditional text clustering? 
We presented a term-reweighting scheme to integrate the semantic similarity information 
between two ontology terms and then used this scheme for text clustering. The 
experimental results (6.4) indicate the strategy is effective in terms of improving 
clustering quality. 
Question 4: Do the proposed graph-based algorithms improve traditional text clustering? 
Experimental results in section 6.4 show that the proposed achieves a slightly better 
performance than that of the baseline algorithm.  
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
We propose multiple graph-based methods to incorporate different types of 
external/domain knowledge into text clustering and summarization. The core idea of the 
thesis work is to utilize graph representation, graph learning, and graph ranking 
techniques to enhance traditional bag-of-words text mining models. According to the 
level of graph representation, the proposed methods fall into two categories: term-level 
graph mining and document-level graph mining. By using term-level graph, we 
incorporate semantic knowledge, document structure knowledge, and ontology 
knowledge. Through document-level graph, we incorporate document linkage 
knowledge.  
 
7.1 The Summary of Term-level Graph 
7.1.1 The Representation of a Text Corpus as a Term Graph 
The motivation behind this approach is to capture the structure and contextual 
information of a document that is typically difficult for the bag-of-words model. The 
proposed semantic co-occurrence graph and abstract-title graph give class-specific topic 
terms much higher PageRank scores than that of class-specific general terms. The top 
ranked terms and the related subgraphs can be utilized for not only a summarization of a 
text corpus but also for document clustering. The proposed graph-based clustering 
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algorithms achieve comparable results to the state-of-the-art k-means clustering, but are 
much more efficient. 
7.1.2 The Utilization of MeSH Ontology Graph for Biomedical Domain 
Biomedical Ontology such as MeSH is one of most developed ontolgoies as it is well-
maintained and has a mapping scheme between a phrase and an ontology term. 
Biomedical literature contains a large number of multiword terms (e.g., high blood 
pressure, breast cancer), and one term often has many synonyms. This fact makes the 
ontological concept representation meaningful. A meaningful concept will never be 
broken down into several separate words; several synonyms will be represented by the 
same concept identities. The most common way of using biomedical ontology in text 
mining is to expand or replace existing document term vectors with ontology terms. 
Instead of using just ontology terms, in this thesis, we utilize the ontology-based term 
similarity measures to define term reweighting for document clustering. We evaluate 
different ontology-based similarity measures using ontology map. It shows most of these 
methods help achieve a better result.  
7.1.3 The Utilization of Wikipedia Concept and Category Graph for General Domain 
Wikipedia is more and more becoming one of the most popular web-based knowledge 
bases, in that it covers knowledge in almost every scientific field. Different from the 
biomedical domain, Wikipedia does not provide concept to term mapping schemes. 
Therefore, the core task is to develop effective mapping between an external document 
and a group of Wikipedia concepts and categories. We developed two strategies to build 
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connections between an external document and Wikipedia concept and category: exact-
exact-match and relatedness-match. Compared to existing approaches, our method is 
more efficient. The derived Wikipedia concept and category vector is linearly combined 
with a document’s content vector to overcome the data sparsity in document clustering. 
The proposed Wikipedia-based document clustering gains significant improvement over 
spherical k-means clustering, especially in hierarchical clustering where the data sparse 
problem is more serious.  
 In summary, all proposed methods are effective in improving traditional document 
clustering (table 7.1). Corpus term graph excels in utilizing a document’s contextual, 
semantic, and structural knowledge and exploiting graph ranking algorithms for 
document summarization and clustering. Wikipedia-based clustering employs both 
documents content and Wikipedia knowledge to overcome information loss and data 
sparse problems. The approach using MeSH graph gives insights on how different 
ontology-based similarity measures affect document clustering. 
 
Table 7.1 The summary of term-level knowledge Incorporation. 
 
Graph Type Knowledge Type 
Integration 
Method 
Clustering 
Method 
Effectiveness in 
Document 
Clustering 
Corpus Graph 
(7.1.1) 
Contextual, 
Semantic, and 
Structural 
Co-occurrence 
Graph 
Abstract-title 
Graph 
A graph-based 
Clustering using 
terms’ ranking 
Very Effective 
MeSH Graph 
(7.1.2) 
Biomedical 
Domain 
Document 
Representation 
Enrichment 
Spherical k-means Effective 
Wiki Category 
Graph (7.1.3) 
General 
Domain 
Similarity 
Metric  Spherical k-means Very Effective 
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7.2 The Summary of Document-Level Graph 
The integration of human knowledge using document-level graph is mainly about how to 
incorporate document linkage information. Document linkage such as hyperlink, citation 
link, and coauthor link usually encodes human knowledge and thus is very useful for text 
mining tasks. We develop a generic graph model (a graph learning algorithm) utilizing 
both document content and external linkage. We iteratively label each document based on 
its neighbor’s class label distribution until reaching a fixed point. With the proposed 
method, we evaluate three different types of links—explicit linkage, implicit linkage, and 
pseudo linkage—in improving content-based document clustering. The experimental 
results show that both explicit linkage and implicit linkage dramatically improve content-
based document clustering. Besides this, we have many important findings on how 
different types of linkage affect document clustering.  
 
7.4 The Contribution of the Thesis 
First, I developed several novel graph-based methods to incorporate semantic knowledge, 
document section knowledge, Wikipedia knowledge, document linkage knowledge, and 
domain knowledge. The proposed methods utilize many different types of knowledge and 
are very effective in terms of improving traditional text mining.  
Second, I proposed two novel term-level graph representations for the incorporation 
of document contextual and document section information. I developed an efficient 
graph-based clustering algorithm based on term graph nodes’ global and local ranking 
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information. The proposed methods can identify topic-specific terms very easily and 
improve the document clustering over k-means algorithm. 
Third, I designed a novel framework utilizing Wikipedia concept and category 
information. I presented a novel relatedness mapping scheme between document contents 
and Wikipedia concepts and categories. I developed a novel similarity measure utilizing 
both document content and Wikipedia knowledge. The improvement over content-based 
clustering is very significant. 
Fourth, I present a generic link-based k-means clustering method. It significantly 
improves content-based clustering using explicit and implicit linkage. I also evaluate how 
different link types affect document clustering. The comparison gave guidance regarding 
how to choose linkage for different applications and domains. 
Last, we developed the dragon toolkit (http://dragon.ischool.drexel.edu) for academic 
use. The dragon toolkit implemented the proposed graph-based text mining methods. It 
was written in Java, the platform-independent language, and is free to public. Since its 
first release in April 2007, the dragon toolkit has been downloaded by more than one 
thousand researchers or research groups worldwide, in the community of information 
retrieval and text mining. 
 
7.4 Future Work 
We developed several algorithms under the framework of graph-based text mining. It has 
proven very effective in improving traditional text clustering and summarization. 
However, it can be extended in many aspects. First, we can extend proposed corpus term 
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graph to general domain using multiword phrases. It can also be utilized for query 
expansion in information retrieval.  
Second, our findings in Wikipedia-based text clustering can be extended to other 
applications based on document similarity measurement, such as information retrieval 
and text classification. The concept mapping techniques can also be improved, for 
example, by introducing sense disambiguation functions into the concept mapping 
process. We also plan to study how to utilize Wikipedia concept link structure to 
construct term-level graphs for external datasets. 
Third, the proposed MRL-RL–based graph learning method can be applied to 
community mining such as clustering blogs.  
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CHAPTER 8: APPENDIX 
73 Wikipedia Categories 
We list the following 73 categories in the format of (Category ID, Category Name, # of 
documents contained). They are (53,roman catholics,559), (234,rock music groups,546), 
(243,anime,439), (247,drama films,536), (266,american musical groups,1071), (347,rock 
albums,537), (628,british musical groups,802), (1038,lists of office-holders,415), 
(1629,american musicians,835), (2274,african americans,404), (2695,american 
writers,874), (3363,ancient romans,426), (3455,people from texas,768), (3529,comedy 
films,601), (4285,record labels,1059), (4609,science fiction novels,436), (4618,english 
poets,471), (5341,cities in missouri,628), (5435,cities in texas,986), (5696,20th century 
classical composers,559), (5726,films based on novels,581), (6248,irish-americans,447), 
(6279,people from california,662), (6301,people from new york,545), (7244,african 
american musicians,484), (7247,male singers,532), (8489,saints,658), (8670,cities in 
kansas,634), (9221,cities in kentucky,432), (11011,uk conservative party politicians,506), 
(11013,uk labour party politicians,771), (13890,female singers,860), (14306,districts of 
london,439), (14476,municipalities of norway,435), (15632,census-designated places in 
california,512), (16180,cities in minnesota,855), (17081,stage actors,400), (17099,fellows 
of the royal society,508), (17756,main belt asteroids,433), (18202,members of the order 
of canada,701), (18405,american film directors,474), (19067,jewish americans,728), 
(19994,soap opera actors,622), (20073,major league pitchers,481), (20289,italian-
(20289,italian-americans,446), (20295,voice actors,460), (20699,national football league 
players,773), (23348,american lawyers,408), (26247,towns in indiana,455), 
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(26716,chicagoans,431), (26847,english footballers,519), (27820,towns in new 
york,935), (27821,villages in new york,559), (28513,villages in ohio,695), 
(28624,canadian ice hockey players,401), (28884,debut albums,583), (29980,towns in 
oklahoma,440), (30207,baronies,547), (30404,cities in iowa,963), (30596,villages in 
wisconsin,403), (30757,towns in maine,437), (30826,towns in north carolina,445), 
(30928,boroughs in pennsylvania,961), (31590,craters on the moon,1152), (31752,english 
actors,857), (32989,villages in illinois,970), (37715,hollywood walk of fame,716), 
(37938,knights of the garter,558), (38611,formula one race reports,736), (42568,villages 
in county durham,447), (42595,census-designated places in florida,470), (42623,census-
(42623,census-designated places in new york,429), (45683,communes of calvados,705). 
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